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Abstract
VlJhile analysis of bellows, and in particular unreinforced bellows, has been
investigated over the course of the last several decades, there remain a
significant number of unanswered questions with respect to their behavior.
The present research addresses their behavior under cyclic displacement
loading; in particular, strain due to displacemenl Prediction of strain range
due to displacement is important in the fatigue design of bellows. In addition,
a number of other areas are clarified by ancillary research.
Design of bellows for cyclic displacement loading primarily relies on data
obtained from bellows fatigue tests. Further, fatigue data on bellows fabricated
from one material is not considered a reliable indication of the fatigue
performance of bellows fabricated from another material. This is because
there has not been a good colTelation between the fatigue perfonnance of
bellows based on calculated stress versus cycles to failure with that for the
material of construction, as represented by polished bar fatigue curves.
This research shows that the differences in fatigue behavior of reinforced and
unreinforced bellows, and the differences between bellows fatigue data and
polished bar fatigue data is due to plastic strain concentration that occurs in
bellows.
The existing, widely used charts and equations for evaluation of unreinforced
bellows were found in this research to have sufficient accuracy for calculation
of the significant stresses in the elastic regime for most bellows geometries.
Some specific observations for further improvement are made. However, it
was found that the elastic prediction of stresses in unreinforced bellows is not
sufficient to accurately evaluate the displacement strains in bellows.
Significant plastic strain concentration due to displacement loading occurs in
the highly stressed regions of bellows. Regimes of behavior, depending on
geometry parameters, were found. Prediction of fatigue performance of
bellows is significantly improved by proper consideration of the effect of
convolution geometry on plastic strain concentration.
Consideration of strain concentration effects eliminated the apparent disparity
between the fatigue behavior of reinforced and unreinforced bellows. Further,
it was found that polished bar fatigue data could be used to predict bellows
fatigue life for a range of geometries.
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Nomenclature
A Material constant in fatigue equation.
~ Area of bar A.
Ae Area of bar B.
Ae '"' (O.571q+2w). Cross sectional metal area of one bellows convolution.
A. Cross sectional metal area of one reinforcing member (ring).
B Material constant in fatigue equation.
C.. Correction fador for meridional stress due to deflection. per EJMA
Standards.
C, Correction factor for bellows stiffness, per EJMA Standards.
C~ Correction factor for bellows meridional bending stress due to pressure.
per EJMA Standards.
C, Convolution height factor for reinforced bellows, per the follOWing
equation:
with P in psi.
Db Inside diameter of cylindrical tangent and bellows convolutions.
0", =D~ + w + 2nt. Mean diameter of bellows convolutions.
e Total equivalent axial movement per convolution.
E Modulus of elasticity at temperature for material. Subscripts "b,· ·c,· "t,"
and "r" denote the bellows, collar fastener and reinforcing member
material, respectively.
E" Elastic modulus of bar A.
Es Elastic modulus of bar B.
fir Reinforced bellows theoretical axial stiffness.
H :: PD",q. Resultant total internal pressure load acting on the bellows
and reinforcement.
K" Axial stiffness of bar A.
t<. Axial stiffness of bar B.
L,... length of bar A.
Le length of bar B.
~ length of one fastener.
n Number of bellows material plies of thickness "t.•
N Total number of convolutions in one bellows.
Ne Number of cycles to failure.
P Internal pressure.
PI limiting pressure based on column instability (column squinn).
OW • q/2W. Nondimensional parameter in solution of shell equation for
toroid.
COT :=: q1(2.2(D", tJ~. Nondimensional parameter in solution of shell
equation for toroid.
q Bellows pitch.
r Meridional radius of toroicl.
R' Circumferential radius of bellows.
R Ratio of the internal pressure resisted by the bellows convolution to the
internal pressure resisted by the reinforcement.
S, Collar circumferential membrane stress due to internal pressure.
S2 Bellows circumferential membrane stress due to internal pressure.
Sz' Reinforcing member circumferential stress due to internal pressure.
S3 Bellows meridional membrane stress due to internal pressure.
S. Bellows meridtonal bending stress due to internal pressure.
8 5 Bellows meridional membrane stress due to deflection.
Ss Bellows meridional bending stress due to deflection.
S,\, Stress range.
t Nominal thickness of one ply.
t., Collar thickness.
Ip :=: t (Db 10.,.)112. Bellows material thickness factor for one ply, to correct
for thinning during forming.
v Poisson's ratio.
w Convolution depth.
/1 Total deflection imposed on bar A and B.
lJ.A Deflection calculated to be absorbed by bar A by elastic analysis.
lJ.s Deflection calculated to be absorbed by bar 8 by elastic analysis.
lJ."A actual displacement absorbed by A, elastic plastic case.
/1"8 actuai displacement absorbed by 8, elastic plastic case.
~ Geometric parameter.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Design equations using charts with factors that were developed from
parametric shell analysis have become the accepted method for bellows
analysis, worldwide. The equations and charts in the Standards of the
Expansion Joint Manufacturers Association (EJMA Standards), originally
developed by Anderson (l964a and 1964b), are, for example. being adopted
by the European Union for their expansion joint rules that are being
incorporated into the European Pressure Vessel Standard. A comprehensive
review of European and U.S. standards devoted to expansion joints has been
provided by OsweiUer (1995).
The analytical work on bellows through the mid-1960's was focused on
developing analytical solutions. The complicating factor for bellows is the
toroidal sections that form the roots and crowns of the convolutions. The shell
equations for the toroid can not be directly solved; approximate solutions were
developed. Anderson incorporated correction factors to compensate for
inaccuracies in the approximate solution to develop design equations that
have been successfully used for the past 30 years. Since that time, nearly all
of the analytical work in bellows research has used numerical methods
because of the greater accuracy, and because the advent and improvements
to digital computers provided a means to perform such numerical analysis
(e.g. finite element method). However, the charts and equations developed by
Anderson remain in use for bellows design.
The primary focus of this research was the response of bellows to
displacement loading. This relates to the design of bellows for fatigue. Bellows
are typically subjected to cyclic displacement loading that can cause fatigue
failure. The approach that has been taken to fatigue design of bellows is the
use of empirical fatigue curves, based on bellows fatigue tests. Correlation of
bellows fatigue perfonnance with basic material property data, polished bar
fatigue data, has not been successfully performed. The design fatigue curves
for reinforced and unreinforced bellows that are in use, today, provide an
indication that the phenomena of bellows fatigue under displacement loading
is not fully understood.
An obvious discrepancy is the difference between the fatigue design curves
for reinforced and unreinforced bellows. Figure 1-1 shows the design fatigue
curve from the Process Piping Code, ASME B31.3, the development of which
is described in Becht (1989a,1995). The fatigue curve for reinforced bellows
is higher than that of unreinforced bellows, yet the material used to
manufacture the bellows is the same; there is no fundamental reason to
expect improved fatigue strength of reinforced bellows material. If the stresses
are property calculated for both reinforced and unreinforced bellows, they
should theoretically correlate with the same fatigue curve. If the calculation of
stress properly considers the effect of geometry and type of construction. the
fatigue curve would simply be a material property. The difference in these
fatigue curves was what originally prompted this research.
Because of uncertainties relative to the difference between bellows fatigue
data and polished bar fatigue data. current industry practice, as reflected in
Process Piping Code, ASME 831.3. requires actual bellows fatigue testing for
each material and does not permit analogies between materials with similar
polished bar fatigue characteristics. Further. separate fatigue tests are
required for reinforced and unreinforced bellows, since each presently has a
different fatigue curve.
If sufficient understanding is developed to permit prediction of bellows fatigue
life directly from polished bar fatigue data (i.e. basic material property data).
using the current or similar stress equations, it would substantially benefit
indUStry. It could significantly reduce the number of bellows fatigue tests
currently considered to be necessary to develop fatigue design curves for
various materials. and for reinforced and unreinforced bellows.
The scope of the research covered a number of areas. Art initial evaluation of
the existing equations for calculating stress in bellows that are based on
elastic shell theory and equilibrium principles was made. VVhile the more
significant, bending stresses were found to be accurately calculated. the
lesser, membrane stress solutions were found to significantty underpredict the
maximum membrane stresses in bellows for some bellows geometries. This
was investigated, and the source of the deviation was found.
For ring reinforced bellows, the interaction of the bellows convolutions and the
reinforcing rings, and the effect of internal pressure on this interaction was
investigated. This is a nonlinear large displacement gap problem: however,
the effect of plasticity was found to, in fact, simplify the evaluation of the
reinforced bellows strain range due to displacement
The effect of plasticity on the strain range of both unreinforced and reinforced
bellows was investigated. Significant, geometry dependent, plastic strain
concentration effects were found. The effect of geometry on strain
concentration was investigated. and the fundamental reasons why certain
bellows are subject to significant plastic strain concentration and others are
not, was discovered.
Existing bellows fatigue data was re-evaluated with this understanding of
plastic strain concentration, and also compared to raw polished bar fatigue
data for the material. It is found in the present work that the differences in
bellows response is due to plastic strain concentration. With an improved
understanding of plastic strain concentration in bellows, the fatigue behavior
of reinforced and unreinforced bellows is unified, and both can be compared
to polished bar fatigue data.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review and Theoretical Background
2.1 Overview of Bellows Behavior
Bellows Geometry
A bellows is a convoluted shell consisting of a series of toroidal shells, usually
connected with annular plates that are the called sidewalls. The shape and
terms used are shown in Figure 2.1-1. A bellows with no sidewalls is a special
case, and is called a semitoroidal bellows. Various types of bellows and
convolution shapes used in practice are illustrated in Figure 2.1-2.
Bellows are used to provide additional flexibility in shell structures such as
piping and heat exchanger shells. They must withstand internal pressure,
while at the same time providing the required flexibility (i.e. the ability to
absorb movement). These deflections are typically in the form of axial
deflection and bending rotation, and in some cases lateral displacement of the
ends.
Figure 2.1-1, Bellows Geometry (EJMA, 1993)
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Figure 2.1-2, Convolution Shapes tor Various Types of Bellows
Bellows are generally manufactured with a much thinner wall than the
cylindrical shells to which they are attached (required to provide the necessary
flexibility). However, they are provided with sufficient metal area to resist the
circumferential force due to pressure by forming the wan into convolutions.
Where this does not provide sufficient metal wall area, reinforcing rings are
added, usually on the outside of the bellows in the root locations, in order to
provide additional resistance to pressure induced rupture (burst failure).
Bellows are SUbject to circumferential and meridional membrane and bending
stresses due to intemal (or external) pressure and imposed displacement. The
direction of these stresses is illustrated in Figure 2.1·3.
R_ponse to Intemal Pressure
An unreinforced bellows under internal pressure load is subject to
circumferential and meridional stresses. The circumferential membrar.e strain
distribution can be fairty uniform. as shown by Becht (1981) by analysis and
strain gage results. The average circumferential stress is readily predicted
using equilibrium principles, as shown in section 3.1. This is a primary
membrane stress.
For this figure only, the nomenclature is:
Meridional radius of curvature.
M Moment
NO
/
--
N Nonnal force.
a Transverse force.
Circumferential radius of curvature.
Circumferential angle or, as subscript, circumferential force or moment
~ Meridional angle or. as subscript, meridional force or moment.
Figure 2.1-3, Circumferential and Meridional Stresses in Bellows
(Anderson, 1964b)
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Primary stress is a term used to desaibe stresses that are load controlled,
that satisfy equilibrium. It is differentiated in the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section VIII, Div 2 from secondary stresses which are
deformation or strain controlled. Section 2.4 on plastic strain concentration
describes defollT'lation controlled stresses in greater detail. Primary stresses
are typically limited by material strength properties such as yield stress and
tensile strength. Secondary stresses are typically limited by material
properties such as fatigue strength.
The bellows convolutions have planar symmetry, with the planes, normal to
the bellows axis, cutting through the root and crown apexes. Because of this
symmetry, the roots and crowns can be visualized as points of fixed
meridional bending restraint and the bellows toroidal and sidewall portions,
between, can be envisioned as a curved beam with fixed ends. See Figure
2.1-4. In fact, eartier evaluations of bellows were based on these concepts.
Via this analogy, one can visualize that there will be a meridional bending
stress distribution, with maximum bending stress in the root, crown, and
sidewall of the bellows, as illustrated in Figure 2.1·5. The end tangent and
half of the first convolution are shown.
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Figure 2.1-4, Curved Beam Representation of Bellows
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Figure 2.1-5, Bellows Stresses Due to Internal Pressure
(Osweiller, 1989)
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Circumferential bending stresses result from Poisson effects and small
meridional membrane stresses also exist. Because of circumferential
constraint, the circumferential bending stress is equal to Poisson's ratio times
the meridional bending stress. The meridional membrane stress is small
compared to the meridional bending stress. The bending stress is higher by
about a factor of wit. (convolution height divided by convolution thickness), as
described in section 3.1, which is typically a large factor for bellows, which are
typically thin walled.
There are three primary types of failure that are of concern with respect to
internal pressure loads. The first is simply burst failure due to excessive
circumferential membrane stress. This is the failure mode for which reinforcing
rings are used. It results when the circumferential membrane stress exceeds
the tensile strength of the material.
The second type of failure is a limit load type of failure resulting from the
formation of plastic hinges in the roots, sidewalls and crowns of the bellows.
This failure mode, called in-plane squirm by the indUStry, was demonstrated
by Becht (1980) to be a limit load type of failure. Prior to this research
performed by Becht, this failure mode was not understood by industry to be
dependent on yield strength; at the time, these findings were the source of
considerable controversy. However, the above described mechanism of this
failure mode is now generally accepted and the EJMA Standards have been
14
revised accordingly. as described later herein. Vlfhereas the aforementioned
burst failure is caused by circumferential membrane stress, this failure is
caused by mertdional bending stress.
After the limit load is reached, the in-plane squirm failure can be observed in
several fashions. These indude collapse of the convolutions, root bulge
where a bellows root moves laterally relative to the bellows centenine, and
bulges out on one side. and simply cocking of one convolution relative to
another (which typically precedes root bulge). A photograph of a bellows that
had undergone root bulge is shown in Figure 2.1-6.
The third type of failure is called column squinn. It is a buckling failure of the
bellows due to internal pressure. This failure mode is described in the section
on instability.
The criteria for design of bellows under internal pressure has changed in the
EJMA Standards as a result of the findings of Becht on the mechanism of in·
plane squinn. It was shown by Becht (1980) that the desJgn rules in the 5th
edition of the EJMA Standards for internal pressure were in some cases
unconservative. In fact, it was posSIble to design a bellows that would fail at
a pressure lower than the design pressure. As a result. both ASME Section
VIII, Div 1 and ASME B31.3 contain an allowable stress basis that differs from
the EJMA Standards. 5th edJtion.
15
Frgure 2.1-6. Bellows with Root Bulge Failure
(Becht and Skopp, 1981a)
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The source of the nonconservatism was an inconsistency between the
allowable stress basis and empirical test data. Based on test data, the EJMA
Standards included a design approach that pennitted a pressure induced
meridional bending stress which was significantly greater than the specified
minimum yield strength of the material. It permitted a stress as high as 2.BS
times the Section VIII, Div 1 allowable stress in tension which could be as high
as 1.9 times the minimum yield strength (or 2.S times for austenitic stainless
steel). This would imply that these meridional bending stresses are not
primary stresses which could result in limit load failures, although this is not
the case. As stated above, they are primary stresses that can result in limit
load failure.
The reason that bellows generally do not fail at this high level of stress is that
the material, in the as-fanned condition, is cold wOfked and therefore has a
yield strength two or more times higher than the specified minimum yield
strength that the Code allowable stress is based on. The bellows that were
tested in developing the pressure stress limits in the EJMA Standards were
all in the as-formed condition and had the benefit of a higher than specified
minimum yield strength. Thus, a high multiple of the Code allowable stress,
which was based on specified minimum yield strength values, was found to
be an acceptable level of stress. Thus, the 2.86 factor.
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If the bellows is annealed after forming, as is sometimes required for corrosive
or high temperature service, the benefit of the cold work in terms of increased
yield strength is no longer available, and the EJMA pressure design equations
became unconservative. Figure 2.1-7 illustrates how the root in a test bellows
bUlged outward to failure when the meridional stress due to intemal pressure
exceeded 1.5 times the actual yield strength in an annealed bellows (Becht
and Skopp, 1981a). The plot contains the root radial displacement, as
measured with a dial gage; the arrangement with the dial gage is shown in
Figure 2.1~.
New design equations have been dp.veloped by Broyles (1994) for
unreinforced bellows that address this non-conservatism; these equations
were incorporated in the 6th edition of the EJMA Standards. The equations
essentially treat the meridional bending stress due to internal pressure as a
primary bending stress with a yield strength based stress limit. It is left to the
bellows designer to select the yield strength, so a high yield strength value
can be used when designing a bellows that will not be annealed after forming,
and a low yield strength value (e.g. specified minimum) can be used with a
bellows that has been annealed after forming.
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Figure 2.1-7, Root Radial Displacement During Pressurization
(Becht and Skopp, 1981a)
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Koves (1995) has evaluated the effect of circumferential stress on this failure
mode, in.plane squirm (limit load due to meridional bending stress).
Considering Von Mises or Tresca yield theory, tensife circumferential
membrane stress effectivefy reduces the meridional compressive stress at
which yield will occur. This points out the effect of the biaxial stress state in a
bellows.
Updike and Kalnins (1995) performed elastic-plastic buckling analysis
demonstrating that bifurcation buckling occurs in the bellows following the
formation of plastic hinges at the roots, crests and sidewalls, an axisymmetric
limit state. This work investigates the post.limit state deformations which result
in nonsymmetric deformation such as in-plane squirm and root bulge.
Reepon.e to Deflection Lo.ding
Deflection of the bellows can be envisioned as an axial displacement of the
crown relative to the root of the bellows. This creates a bending distribution,
with maximum bending stresses in the root and the crown. These are
illustrated in Ftgure 2.1-8. In this figure, the end tangent and half of the first
convolution are shown. Potsson effect circumferential bending stresses also
exist, as well as circumferential membrane stress due to radial displacement
of the root and crown.
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Figure 2.1-8, Bellows Stresses Due to Deflection
(OsweiUer, 1984)
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Strain concentration occurs as bellows are deflected in the plastic regime.
Tanaka (1974) found that strain concentration occurs at the high stress zones
after yielding occurs under axial displacement loading; the degree of strain
concentration was found to depend upon the geometry. A maximum strain
concentration of two was found. The effect of strain concentration is shown
very distinctly in bellows test data developed by Kobatake et al. (1986) and
shown in Figure 2.1-9.
Plastic strain concentration could be eliminated by inCOl'pOrating a suffICient
number of convolutions, or greater convolution depths, or reduced wall
thickness, to keep the deflection stresses within the elastic range. However,
in general, this is not practical in a bellows. Incorporation of more convolutions
makes the bellows more susceptible to column squirm failure due to internal
pressure. Greater convolution depths and reduced wall thickness makes the
bellows more susceptible to in-plane squirm due to internal pressure as well
as column squirm. Bellows design requires a balance between the need for
flexibility, ability to accommodate cyclic deformation. and resistance to
pressure. Bellows can function satisfactorily, cycling in the plastic regime, so
that it would not be appropriate to reduce the design margin with respect to
pressure loads to design a bellows to remain elastic, to avoid plastic strain
concentration.
The approach that has been taken in industry for design of bellows with
respect to deflection is to use empirical fatigue curves based on bellows
testing.
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Figure 2.1·9, Strain Concentration Under Deflection Loading
(Kobatake, 1986)
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Bellows Fatigue Design Curv..
Empirical design fatigue curves are used for bellows. The advantage of
empirical fatigue curves such as those incruded in the EJMA Standards is that
they were based on component testing. Effects such as plastic strain
concentration are inherently induded in empirical fatigue curves, and need not
be determined analytically. This simplifies the consideration of a number of
complex phenomena. Further, the correlation of the fatigue data with stresses
calculated using elastic theory permits design of bellows by elastic analysis.
Unrelnforced Bellows Fatigue Curve Development Investigation (Becht,
1989a and 1995) of available bellows fatigue data revealed that the slope of
the EJMA fatigue curve did not represent the fatigue data well. The slope of
the curve appeared shaUow relative to the data. A slope where stress range
(actually strain range times elastic modulus) is a function of N,;'I2, per the
Manson-Coffin relation between plastic strain range and cycles to failure,
appeared to follow the data better. This slope is the basis for the fatigue
curves in ASME Section VIII, Div 2 and was the final slope adopted for
bellows in A$ME Section VIti, Div 1, Appendix 26, and is widely accepted.
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A collection of bellows fatigue data that was provided by the EJMA was
evaluated by Becht (1989a, 1995) to develop a new design fatigue curve. The
bellows had been deflection cycled, with varying amounts of constant internal
pressure. Only the deflection induced stress was included in the development
of the fatigue curve because the pressure was held constant (non-cydic). The
steady state pressure should not significantly impact the fatigue life, because
the strain range in the tested bellows was generally sufficiently into the plastic
regime to eliminate mean stress effects on fatigue. If the pressure stress was
added to the cyclic deflection stress in development of the fatigue curve, the
fatigue curve would have been unconservatively high. Note that this is a
departure from what was done in development of the fatigue curve in the
EJMA standards, which included the pressure stress in development of the
fatigue curve.
Some of the test bellows contained significantly more pressure than is
pennitted by the EJMA Standards. This high internal pressure can cause
ratchet and other problems, and was considered to distort the fatigue test
results. Ratchet in bellows, discussed later, is progressive strain accumulation
caused by the combination of cyclic deflection induced stress combined with
suffICiently high steady state pressure induced stress. Therefore, from this
data, bellows tests where the stress due to internal pressure was more than
50% greater than the allowable stress were eliminated. This eliminated a
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number of low data points that were not representative of bellows that would
be designed in accordance with the code rules.
A best fit curve for that fatigue test data using an equation of the form:
Sr'ANe.(1.5+8, Of, as presented in the ASME 831.3 Code
(2.1)
where Ne is number of cycles to failure, s,. is the calculated bellows stress
range and A and B are material constants, was developed. This equation is
of the form proposed by Langer (1961), which is based on the Manson-Coffin
equation, but adapted for use with elastically calculated stress instead of
plastic strain. The curve was then adjusted down in stress until it lower
bounded the data. Finally, the maximum of a factor of 1.25 on stress or 2.6 on
cycles was applied to develop a desjgn curve.
The factors of 1.25 on stress and 2.6 on cycles were based on ASME Section
VIIJ, Div 2, Appendix 6, Experimental Stress Analysis, and reflected a number
of tests greater than 5. While factors of 2 and 20 afe applied to polished bar
fatigue data in ASME Pressure Vessel Code fatigue design curves, these
lesser factors (1.25 and 2.6 in this case) are applied to fatigue data from
component testing, that inherently includes effects which impact fatigue life,
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such as surface finish and size. The factor of 2.6 on cycles governed below
40,000 cycles and the factor of 1.25 on stress governed above 40,000 cycles.
Thus, the equation changes at 40,000 cycles.
Figure 2.1-10 shows the fatigue test data, the lower bound curve, and the
resulting design curve, including the safety margins, for unreinforced,
formed, austenitic stainless steel bellows.
The manner in which temperature is considered to affect the fatigue strength
was considered in the same fashion as in ASME Section VIII, Div 2. The basic
philosophy is that the strain range versus cycles to failure is independent of
temperature up to about 40O"C. However, in typical code practice, elastically
calculated stress is used rather than strain. The elastically calculated stress
is the strain times the elastic modulus. While the strain range for a given
number of cycles to failure is temperature independent, the elastic modulus
is not, so there would be different elastic stress range versus cycles to failure
curves for each temperature. However, rather than provide a different fatigue
curve for each temperature, a single temperature independent fatigue curve
based on stress is provided based on the ambient temperature elastic
modulus. If the stress is calculated using an elastic modulus other than the
ambient temperature elastic modulus, the stress must be corrected by the
ratio of elastic moduli (the elastic modulus at ambient temperature divided by
the elastic modulus used in the calculation) to arrive at a consistent strain
basis.
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Figure 2.1-10, Fatigue Curve Development for Unrelnforced Bellows
(Becht, 1995)
The correction factor for temperature is the ratio of the elastic modulus for the
fatigue test condition (typically ambient temperature) to that used in
calculating the stresses. This was simplified in ASME B31.3 by requiring that
the calculation of stresses be done with the elastic modulus at ambient
temperature (the fatigue test condition). By that means, no correction factor
is required.
Reinforced Bellows Fatigue Curve Development. The deflection induced
stress equations for reinforced bellows indude an adjustment to account for
the effect of internal pressure. Internal pressure is considered to reduce the
effective convolution height by causing a greater interaction between the
bellows sidewalls and the reinforcing ring. The basis for this adjustment is not
documented.
A best fit fatigue curve was also developed for reinforced bellows fatigue data,
but did not represent the data well. One possible cause was that the high
cyde data lended to have low internal pressure whereas the low cycle data
tended to have high internal pressure. Therefore, any inaccuracy in how
intemal pressure influences stress due to deflection (reduction in effective
convolution height) would distort the fatigue data. For example, jf internal
pressure was calculated to cause a greater increase in deflection induced
stress than actually occurs. the calculated cyclic stress in the low cycle region
with tests at a higher internal pressure would be shifted up relative to those
tested at lower internal pressure in the higher cycle region.
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Considering the apparent poor representation of the data, the same curve as
was developed for unreinforced bellows was used for reinforced bellows,
except that it was shifted by a factor on stress until it lower bounded the
reinforced bellows fatigue test data. The same factors as were applied to the
unreinforced curve to develop a design curve were then applied to the
reinforced curve.
Figure 2.1-11 shows the fatigue test data, the lower bound curve, and the
resulting design fatigue curve for reinforced, as·formed, austenitic stainless
steel bellows.
Instabmty
In addition to normally expected buckling failures under extemal pressure,
bellows are subject to a beam-<:olumn type of bUckling called ~column SQuinn-
that is caused by internal pressure. Failures can be catastrophic as in the
Flixborough disaster (NeWland, 1976; Wamer and Newland, 1975). Stability
evaluations have been limited to unreinforced U-shaped bellows and,
therefore, discussion is limited to that type. However, the general principles
are common to all bellows, including ring reinforced. Column squlnn occurs
because a lateral load develops as the bellows (or cylinder) bows since the
surface area decreases on one side and increases on the other sk:le of the
bellows. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1-12. A lateral load proportional to
bellows curvature results.
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Figure 2.1-11, Fatigue CUNe Development for Reinforced Bellows
(Becht, 1995)
Nomenclature for this figure only:
Length.
M End Moment.
Pressure.
Q End force on fluid column.
R Radius.
V End shear.
CUNature of cylinder (bellows).
q> Circumferential angle.
~...
Figure 2.1-12, Column Squirm of Bellows (Anderson, 1964a)
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BUckling occurs when, for an incremental increase in deflection, the additional
lateral force exceeds the additional restoring force due to bellows stiffness.
The squirm buckling mode is also possible for cylinders under internal
pressure. However, it is not common since the tensile axial force resulting
when the ends are closed is sufficient to prevent the buckling due to radial
pressure forces. This axial force tends to pull the cylinder straight. Such an
axial force is not present in a bellows and thus they are susceptible to column
squirm.
As shown by Haringx for an intemally pressurized cylinder (1952a) and a
bellows (1952b), the differential equation describing deflection and thus, the
instability solution, is the same as that for column buckling; that is, Euler
buckling with axial load replaced by pressure times the bellows mean cross·
sectional area. Because of the similarity in solutions, bellows instability under
internal pressure is generally evaluated using an equivalent axial load, even
though the bellows is not really buckling due to axial load. It is buckling due
to the lateral load caused by internal pressure. Using the equivalent axial load
approach, Newland (1964) evaluated the effect of bracing struts on squirm of
a universal expansion joint.
Siede (1960) evaluated the relationship between internal and external
pressure, bellows angulation. and bellows stiffness for hinged bellows. He
found that internal pressure effectively reduces rotational stiffness. In one
evaluation of stability, he found that small, fixed-end rotations did not have a
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significant effect on squinn pressure. However, deflection due to constant-end
moments acted similar to an imperfection in column buckling.
Newell (1962) provides a complete discussion of stability and deflection of
bellows under internal pressure, axial deflection, and angulation. He noted
that initial curvature of a bellows has the same effect as a distributed lateral
load in beam-column behavior. He also developed a solution for buckling
under torsional loading.
Numerical methods can be used to evaluate bellows stability. For external
pressure, Ustvinsky (1979) used KSHEl12 to evaluate buckling of a U-
shaped bellows and Becht (1984) used BOSOR4 to evaluate buckling of an
Omega bel"lows. Oaks et at (1989, 1994) evaluated the effect of the duration
of pressure pulses on buckling response of bellows and predicted in-plane
and column squinn response in the dynamic problem numerically. This
investigation was prompted by concerns regarding the bellows performance
in the event of a sodium-water reaction in a liquid metal fast breeder reactor.
As should be expected, bellows can withstand higher pressures for shorter
durations.
Campbell et al. (1981a) examined possible methods for predicting creep
buckling (squinn) of bellows. This paper includes a literature search,
evaluation of programs, and possible Simplified methods. Included is the
derivation of an equivalent cylinder to simulate a bellows.
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Significant study has been undertaken recently to improve prediction of
buckling for short bellows by simplified dosed form solutions. These bellows
are in an elastic.plastic buckling regime. This includes work by Broyles (1989)
and Tsukimori et at (1989b). The effect of plasticity reduces the buckling
pressure to less than the elastically predicted value with shorter bellows.
Revised column squirm bUck.ling equations based on the work of Broyles have
been incorporated into the 6th edition of the EJMA Standards (Broyles. 1994).
Ratchet
Ratchet is progressive strain accumulation with the accumulation of deflection
cycles of a bellows. It is caused by cyclic deflection induced meridional
bending stresses in combination with steady, pressure induced meridional
membrane and bending stress. The phenomena is described by Bree (1967).
While not a failure mode per se, it can lead to accumulation of excessive
deformation and affect fatigue performance of the bellows. However, it is not
considered in general practice. The only studies of this phenomena were for
liquid metal fast breeder reactor applications (Porowski and O'Donnell, 1977;
Becht et aI., 1981c; Yamashita et at, 1989). While it does occur in bellows,
as confinned in tests reported by Becht et at (1981c), it is not considered in
general practice.
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Elevated Temperature Considerations
ASME 831.3, ASME Section VIII, Div 1, the EJMA Standards prior to the P'
edition and most other codes and standards today do not address design of
bellows in the creep range of the material of construction. This can often be
avoided in piping by designing the expansion joint such that the bellows
element operates at a significantly lower temperature than the process
temperature. VVhere this is not possible, additional design considerations are
required.
Because of concerns regarding issues such as heat-ta-heat variability and the
effect of tolerances, ASME Section III, Dill' 1, Code Case N290 for Class 1
nuclear bellows at elevated temperature, requires accelerated life testing at
elevated temperatures. As discussed by Campbell and Kipp (1981b), this is
a complex, not to mention costly process.
Anderson (1964a) advocated use of the American National Standards Institute
Piping Code (presently ASME 831 Codes) stress limits for deflection induced
stresses in bellows design based on evaluation of bellows tests at 650"C.
Kobatake et al. (1981) showed good correlation between the Coffin-Manson
law and elevated temperature bellows creep-fatigue tests. They also showed
the inelastic rules of ASME section III, Dill' 1, Subsection NH, which they
interpreted for HasteHoy-X at 750 and 9QO"C, were conservative with respect
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to test data. Becht (1984) used an elevated temperature shakedown concept
(Becht, 1983) similar to the piping code allowable stress for deflection in
design of high-temperature bellows. Welded bellows with stresses limited to
the hot yield stress by Feely and Gory! (1950), and mentioned by IGeppe
(1955), operated satisfactorily for many years in 48O"C to 59O"C
environments, whereas bellows in the same service designed to much higher
stresses had failed in less than two years.
Hold times are critical in creep fatigue because creep strain (and damage)
accumulates with time. For example, a one hour hold time each cycle for Type
304 SS at 550°C was shown to reduce cyclic rife by as much as a factor of
four, when compared to zero hold time data (yamamoto et a!. (1986);
Kobatake et al. (1986». Significantly greater factors have been shown in
polished bar tests at higher temperatures. Some guidance for elevated
temperature design of metallic bellows expansion joints is provided by Becht
(1989a) and Broyles (1995). Criteria developed in the Japanese Uquid Metal
Fast Breeder Reactor Program are described by Tsukimori et at (1989a).
The 7"" edition of the EJMA Standards incorporates Appendix G on design of
elevated temperature bellows, based on the work of Broy1es (1995). It
provides a method for conservatively lower bounding the cyclic life at elevated
temperature based on limited elevated temperature fatigue testing.
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There remains substantial room for development of design methods for
bellows at elevated temperature. The proven method of using empirical
fatigue curves at low temperatures is complicated by the addition of other
factors such as time. The present wol1c is limited to behavior at temperatures
below the creep regime.
Effect of Reinforcing Rings
Reinforcing rings come in two basic types. These are simple rings and
equalizing rings. The simple rings can be simply round bar. Equalizing rings.
as shown in Figure 2.1-1, have a tear drop shape that the bellows conforms
to as it is compressed and/or pressurized. They are termed equalizing rings
because they are intended to assure that each of the convolutions takes an
equal proportion of the total deformation.
All reinforcing rings are intended to add metal to withstand the circumferential
forces due to internal pressure. This reduces the circumferential membrane
stress in the bellows wall. They are also considered to reduce the effective
height of the convolution. This simple analogy makes it readily apparent that
adding reinforcing rings will increase the stress due to deflection (because the
effective convolution height is reduced) and reduces the bending stress due
to internal pressure (for the same reason). Internal pressure is considered to
increase the effect of the reinforcing ring on the convolution (increasing the
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reduction in effective convolution height). The pressure tends to bUlge out the
convolution sidewalls, increasing interaction between the sidewalls and
reinforcing ring. Compressive deflection of the bellows also increases
interaction between the sidewalls and reinforcing ring.
2.2 Development of Analytical Method.
Theoretical Methods
The general theory of elastic shells, as first proposed by Love, has been
reduced to two formulations for axisymmetric shells, the Love-Meissner and
the E. Reissner formulations. Both result in two coupled second-order
differential equations with two variables. Solutions were developed for
specffic types of shells with constant curvature (e.g., cones) which could be
combined at the junctions using conditions of continuity to synthesize a
general shell. The case of a toroidal shell (this shape is present in most
formed bellows) has not been evaluated exactly without a computer.
However, approximate solutions were developed for the toroid which
permitted analysis of bellows.
Advances in analysis techniques for piping elbows led to two techniques
which were used for evaluating the toroidal elements of formed bellows.
These were: 1) expressing one of the variables (e.g., meridional bending
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deformation) in terms of a Fourier series, truncating the series and solving for
the coefficients of the remaining terms by minimizing potential or
complementary energy by setting the derivatives with respect to the unknown
coefficients equal to zero; and 2) solving the second-order differential
equations for general shells of revolution by asymptotic integration. Because
of the assumptions and approximations in both methods, neither is accurate
over the fUll range of toroid geometries; however, they are complementary.
The series solutions are valid for small values of ,u.::z[12(1-v2>1'flr21R't, where r
is the meridional radius of the toroid, R' is the mean circumferential radius of
the bellows, and t is the wall thickness) whereas the asymptotic solution is
valid for large values of~. Dahl (1953) compared a four-term series solution
to the asymptotic solution for an Omega bellows and found them to overlap
for values of II- between approximately 5 and 40. Note that the range of 1" for
which the series solution is accurate is dependent on the number of induded
terms.
The most accurate evaluation of bellows using analytical solutions was by
Anderson (19643, 1964b), who used the asymptotic solution for the toroid. He
included correction factors to compensate for the errors introduced by
approximations. This work was the basis for the stress equations provided in
the EJMA Standards. Since the inaccuracies caused by appmximations in the
analytical solutions are avoided by numerical analysis using digital computers,
essentially all research on bellows stresses since the work of Anderson has
been done using numerical methods.
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Numerical Methods
Numerical methods of solution reached wide application with the advent of the
digital computer. These methods are the finite difference, numerical
integration, and finite element method. The first two methods solve the shell
equations using approximate, numerical techniques. The third method relies
on partitioning a shell into a number of finite elements, in which displacement
polynomials in terms of undetermined coefficients are assumed.
Finite Difference. In the finite difference method (Penny, 1961; Radkowski,
1962; 5epetoski, 1962; Budiansky, 1963), the second-order differential
equations are replaced by a set of linear algebraic difference equations. The
derivatives are written over a finite length instead of an infinitesimal length.
The accuracy increases as the finite difference length approaches zero (i.e.,
the shell is divided into a greater number of parts) and the difference
approaches the exact differential. To check accuracy (convergence on exact
solution), the problem should be run with two different mesh densities.
The finite difference energy method (Kraus, 1965; Bushnell, 1973; Bushnell,
1971; Bathe, 1982), an improvement on the finite difference method, uses the
principle of minimum potential energy. Rather than express the shell
equations in finite difference form, the total potential energy is approximated
by finite differences and minimized with respect to nodal point displacements
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to solve for the displacements. This method is very similar to the finite
element method; however, it often provides a more efficient formulation for
shell analysis, as shown by Bushnell (1973) for a particular case.
Numerical Integration. In numerical integration, the second-order differential
equations are converted to first-order differential equations by finite difference
approximation, initial values are assumed for the unknown boundary
conditions at the leading edge, and the equations are integrated (e.g., by the
Runge-Kutta method) across the shell. The solution is found by assuming
different boundary conditions at the leading edge and interpolating to get a
solution that satisfies the known boundary conditions at the far end of the
shell. Yet, since edge effects are localized in a shell, the solution at the final
edge can become insensitive to the assumed initial values at the leading edge
as the shell length is increased. As a result, significant round.off errors can
occur with long shells.
Kalnins (1964) developed a segmental approach to numerical integration that
solved the round-off problem. The shell is divided into segments, each of
which is small enough that the final edge is sensitive to the leading edge. A
series of simultaneous equations are generated from continuity conditions for
the variables at the segment junctions and boundary conditions at the ends
of the shell. This numerical integration method has the advantage that
accuracy is predetermined by maintaining the segment length below some
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critical length for the shell; there is no need to vary mesh density to check
accuracy.
Finite Element. The finite element method uses elemental stiffnesses to form
an overall stiffness matrix. The shell is approximated by a number of finite
elements with known displacement polynomials or "shape functions." The
stiffness of each element is determined via energy methods with either closed
form solutions or, more generally, by numerical integration over the finite
elemenL
With isoparametric elements, the solution converges on the exact solution as
the mesh is made finer. As in the finite difference solution, one must run the
problem with different mesh densities to check convergence. tt may be of
interest to note, as shown by Lestingi and Brown (1973), that the equations
generated by multisegment numerical integration can be converted to
stiffnesses on a segment-by-segment basis.
The finite element method was used in the present research.
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2.3 Application of Analytical Methods
Singl-.Ply Unreinforced Bellows
Methods of predicting stress/strain in single-ply unreinforced bellows have
progressed through several stages. These have been: 1) use of simple--
beam or beam and cylinder approximations, 2) use of shell theory with
approximations, 3) use of design charts and formulas based on approximate
shell theory, 4) elastic numerical analysis, and 5) nonlinear numerical
analySis. Most bellows design today is by design charts and formulas based
on approximate shell theory. These are the equations and charts in the EJMA
Standards, described in Chapter 3 herein. There is some design and/or
design verification using linear numerical analysis and, more rarely, by
nonlinear numerical analysis. However, the nonlinear analyses have
improved understanding of some significant complexities in bellows response.
VVhile the simplified analysis equations developed by Anderson (1964a,
1964b), which are in the EJMA Standards and are described in Chapter 3,
have been used for design of most bellows over the past 30 years, detailed
analysis has been via numerical methods. Most of the recent work has used
finite element analysis. This is because direct analytical solution of the shell
equations for the toroid is not possible. Exact sotution by numerical methods
avoids the errors introduced by approximations necessary for analytical
solution of the toroid shell equations.
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Although subsequent paragraphs primarily discuss evaluations of axial
displacement of bellows, they are also relevant for bending. Gross bending
displacement of the bellows is generally treated as an equivalent axial
displacement for both stress and stiffness calculations such as in the EJMA
Standards. Such an approach was used by Donnell (1932) for corrugated
pipes. Tumer (1959) used this approach for bellows and verified it with test
data. Trainer, et at (1968) measured axial and bending stiffnesses and found
the bending stiffness to differ from that predicted based on axial stiffness by
as much as 30 percent. However, bending stiffnesses were calculated with
fairty good accuracy by computer analysis (using Fourier series approach to
nonsymmetry). The difference may have resulted from a size effect:; all the
tested bellows were five inches or less in diameter. This candidate has found
very good correlation, using the equivalent displacement approach, of strain
gage data taken from a 450 mm (18 in.) diameter bellows that was first
displaced axially and then in bending. The strains in the convolution crowns,
which are the farthest point from the neutral axis, were slightly higher than
predicted and the strains in the roots were slightly lower.
Earty Developments. The earliest stress/deflection analyses of bellows and
corrugated pipe relied on simple beam (Chandler, 1941) or beam and cylinder
(Salzman, 1948) approximations. Except in specific cases, these gave
qualitative but not quantitative assessments of bellows stress and deflection.
For the specific case of a welded disk bellows evaluated by Feely and Goryl
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(1950), the predictions based on beam approximations correlated well with
test data.
Analytical solutions were developed based on energy (truncated series)
methods and asymptotic integration, discussed previously. These solutions
were predominantly for axial loading, although pressure loading was
sometimes evaluated as noted in the subsequent paragraphs. A discussion
of the developments in Russia, not covered herein, is provided by Trainer et
al. (1968).
The response of bellows to axial force/deflection was evaluated by a number
of investigators using energy methods. Pressure stresses were also
evaluated as noted. Salzman (1946) evaluated a U-shaped bellows using a
three-term series to represent the meridional bending deformation. Dahl
(1953) used a four·term series for a Omega bellows. Tumer and Ford (1956),
used a five.term series to represent circumferential stress and evaluate semi-
toroidal bellows (inclUding S·types). Tumer (1959) extended the wort< to
include U·shaped bellows. He also evaluated pressure loading by
approximating the bellows with beam theory, using curved beams for the
toroids. Palmer (1960) extended the work of Salzman to include corrugated
pipe with any included angle. Laupa and Weil (1962) evaluated U·shaped
and semi-toroidal bellows using a five--term series to express the bending
deformation of the toroid and circular plate to represent the convolution
sidewalls. They also evaluated pressure stresses with shell theory. In
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evaluations using energy methods, the lengths of the series were limited
because as more terms are included, the matrices that must be manipulated
became larger.
Clark (1950) developed solutions for axial deflection of Omega bellows and
corru9ated pipe using asymptotic integration. He also developed a solution
for pressure loading by combining an approximate particular solution for the
pressure loading with the approximate complementary solution developed for
axial loads. Clark; and Reissner (1953) extended the solution of Claf1( (1950)
to large deflection problems. CtaO<. (1958) extended the solution for Omega
bellows to indude generalized geometry (e.g., noncircular Omega). Hetenyi
and TImms (1960) used asymptotic integration for welded curved-disk
bellows. Corrections were incorporated into the' solution of CiaO<. to permit
large values of rlR' (e.g., greater than one), where r is the meridional radius
of curvature and R' is the circumferential radius of curvature.
Anderson (1964a, 1964b) used the asymptotic solution of Claf1( to develop
solutions for deflection stresses in U-shaped bellows and introduced
corrections to compensate for the approximations by Clark;. Thus, solutions
were developed that were applicable over the full range of toroid geometry.
Pressure stresses were also evaluated similarly to Claf1( (1950), but extended
to include U-shaped bellows. Anderson performed parametric analyses of
bellows geometries using these equations to develop design charts. These
charts were for nondimensionalized meridional bending stress due to
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pressure, stiffness and meridional bending stress due to displacement This
work is the basis for the stress equations for unreinforced bellows in the EJMA
Standards, and is more fully described in Chapter 3.
Hamada et at (Hamada and Takenzono, 1965a; Hamada and Takenzono,
1965b; Hamada and Takenzono, 1965c; Hamada, et al., 1970) also
developed design equations and charts for U-Shaped bellows under axial load
and internal pressure. These were developed using the shell theory of Ola et
at (eta and Hamada, 1963; Ota, Hamada, and Furukawa, 1963) for the toroid
and plate theory for the sidewalls.
Evaluations by Numerie.1 Methods. Design charts have also been prepared
from parametric numerical analysis. These charts can be used similarty to the
ones developed by Anderson (1964a, 1964b) and Hamada et al. (Hamada
and Takenzono, 1965a; Hamada and Takenzono, 1965b; Hamada and
Takenzono, 1965c; Hamada, et at., 1970). Hamada, et al. (1971) developed
charts for bellows stress and stiffness under applied bending moment using
the Fourier series approach with the finite difference method of Budiansky and
Radkowski (1963). Hamada el at (1976) developed charts and equations,
therefor, giving maximum stress range for U.shaped bellows under internal
pressure and axial displacemenl These were based on parametric finite
difference solutions using the method of 5epetoski, et a1. (1962). Janzen
(1979) evaluated pressure and deflection stresses in U-shaped bellows using
statistical analysis in conjunction with parametric finite element solution.
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Trainer, et at (1968) evaluated U-shaped and welded disc bellows using
NON·L1N, a multisegment numerical integration computer program by Lestingi
(elastic, large displacement). The theoretical calculations were based on
measured bellows dimensions. In general, there was fairly good correlation
of strains due to pressure and deflection. It is worth noting that satisfactory
fatigue life correlations could not be made with welded bellows because of
considerable variation in fatigue life and failure location for nominally identical
bellows subjected to the same deflection loading. This is presumably
because of variability in welding.
Lastingi and Hulbert (1972) used NON-LIN to evaluate pressure and
deflection of U·shaped and welded bellows and showed fairly good correlation
with test data. Listvinsky used KSHELL1, a multisegrnent numerical
integration program by Kalnins, to evaluate a U-shaped bellows design.
Becht and Skopp (1981b) used finite element analysis (MARC computer
program) to evaluate elastic-plastic response of a U·shaped bellows under
separate and combined axial deflection and internal pressure. The
calculations were made with measured bellows dimensions; very good
correlation with strain gage data was found. Osweiller (1989) found similar
results in comparison of elastic finite element results to the stress predictions
per the EJMA Standards, leading to the incorporation of the equations from
the EJMA Standards into the French Pressure Vessel Code, CODAP.
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Plasticity complicates bellows response, even under deflection loading_
Tanaka (1974), following Hamada and Tanaka (1978, 1974), found that strain
concentration occurs at the high-stress zones after yielding under axial
displacement loading. They developed elastic-plastic solutions using the finite
difference method and correlated predicted cyclic lives with bellows fatigue
data in order to develop factors that could be applied to elastic analysis results
to account for strain concentration. Strain concentration was found to depend
upon a parameter, JJ. (here, W·r ItR'). A maximum fatigue life reduction of 4
was found for values of JJ. greater than 1.5, which corresponds to a strain
concentration of about 2. That implies that elastic analysis should not be
linearty extrapolated even for displacement-induced strain.
Kobatake, et at (Kobatake, et at, 1975; Kobatake, et aI., 1981) evaluated
high-temperature cyclic loading with creep using finite element analysis. They
found that both calculated inelastic strain range and creep damage (calculated
using linear time fraction summation) correlated well with cycles to failure data
from bellows creep-fatigue tests (Kobatake, et al., 1981).
Remarke. At present, design equations and charts, such as can be found in
the EJMA Standard, provide ready means for calculating bellows stress and
stiffness. They have achieved international acceptance, and are the basis
used in Codes and Standards throughout the worid.
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Inelastic analyses such as those to evaluate strain concentration have
provided useful insights into beflows response. lJVhere the material and load
histogram are well characterized, such as in Becht (1981b), good correlations
between analysis and test have been found.
Multi-Ply Bellows
A multi-ply bellows is a bellows in which the convolution wall is composed of
more than one layer of material. Behavior of multi-ply bellows is complicated
by the fact that the plies may or may not act independently. If there is
sufficient intemal pressure, the plies may lock together by frictional forces and
act monolithically. Although an Mexacf' analysis is possible using present-day
nonlinear analysis programs, rigorous analysis has been very limited. Note
that even exact solutions of ideal geometries may fall short because residual
stresses and gaps between plies resulting from fabrication can have a
significant effect. Nonlinear numerical analysis can presently provide
qualitative answers to questions regarding ply interaction; further
experience/correlations with data are required before such analysis can be
considered to provide a reliable, quantitative assessment.
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The equations by Anderson (1964a, 1964b) for U-shaped, reinforced, and
Omega bellows include multi-ply construction. Although there is no discussion
of the rationale, it is clear from the equations that the plies are assumed to
always act independently. The same assumption is carried into the EJMA
Standards.
Trainer, et al. (1980) tried to use an equivalent bellows model to represent
two-ply bellows. The elastic modulus was adjusted to represent different
degrees of ply interaction. Evaluation of test data indicated that the problem
was too complex to evaluate satisfactorily with the simple model. Gaps
between plies resulting from fabrication were found to have a significant effect
on measured bellows strains.
Vrilton, et at (1975) used finite element analysis to investigate a two-ply ring-
reinforced bellows. They assumed no friction and no disengagement between
plies and found good correlation with a natural frequency test of an
unpressurized bellows. With internal pressure, frequencies increased 13 to
20 percent, which shows there Is an interaction between plies and/or with the
rings caused by pressure. Note that complete locking of the plies together
would be expected to about double the frequency.
The evaluations contained herein are limited to single ply bellows.
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Ring~.inforced Bellows
Ring-reinforced bellows are complicated by the nonlinear interaction between
shell and ring. The contact between the ring and sheU is a function of
pressure and deflection load. The bellows tends to wrap around the ring as
pressure is increased.
The EJMA Standards are based on the work of Anderson, at least for the
development of the equations for stress in unreinforced bellows. However, for
reinforced bellows, Anderson (1964a, 1964b) developed lower bound
solutions for stress. These were used to calculate lower bound stresses at
failure of test bellows and, thereby, lower bound allowable stresses. These
lower bound equations are not used in the EJMA Standards.
Malkmus developed empirical equations for reinforced bellows which are
contained in the EJMA Standards. These equations use a reduced
convolution height in conjunction with the equations for unreinforced bellows.
The development of these equations is not presently documented in the open
literature.
Miyazaki et al. (1993) performed elastic-plastic finite element analysis of a
single geometry ring reinforced bellows with the loading conditions varied
parametrically. The rings were equalizing rings. He found that friction
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between the ring and ply did not affect the results. He found little effect of the
equalizing rings at lower levels of compressive deflection, but significant
effects at high levels. Evaluation of the results indicates that this was due to
over-compression of the bellows, beyond reasonable values that may be used
in practice. The bellows was compressed to the point where the sidewalls
were completely in contact with the equalizing rings, so that any additional
compressive deflection had to be absorbed by the convolution crown toroid,
alone. Thus, the significant effects found in this study are not relevant to
normal bellOlNs applications.
2.4 Plastic Strain Coneentnltion
Plastic strain concentration (also tenned elastic follow-up) is shown in this
research to be an important consideration with respect to the response of
bellows to cyclic deflection loading. This section provides theoretical
background infonnation with respect to this phenomena.
Component evaluations, including bellows, are generally performed by elastic
analysis, even when the components may be loaded beyond yield. Secondary
stresses are typically allowed to exceed yield strength. Secondary stresses
are deflection or strain controlled, not equilibrium controUed. VVhen the
imposed strain exceeds the strain at which the material yields, an elastic
calculation will result in a stress in excess of yield. This is not a true stress,
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but is simply the strain times the elastic modulus. This calculated stress value
is used in design as a measure of the strain. Thus, for example, fatigue
curves showing stress versus number of cydes to failure show stress values
well in excess of materials' yield strengths.
The elastically calculated stress is assumed to be proportional to the strain,
and is typically used in the fatigue analysis of a component Errors are
introduced when plastic strain concentration (more generally termed elastic
follow-up) occurs. In the event of plastic strain concentration, the actual strain
in local, highly stressed regions of a component exceeds the ehJstical1y
calculated strain.
Consider a component with a local region in which plastic strain concentration
is occurring and a remainder of the component. Plastic strain concentration
reqUires that the stress in the local region be higher relative to the yield
strength of the material than the remainder. Plastic strain concentration also
becomes more severe, the more flexible the remainder is, relative to the local
region. This is because there is then more strain, that was elastically
calculated to be absorbed in the remainder of the component that has the
potential to be shifted to the local region by action of plasticity.
As an example, consider a cantilevered pipe subject to lateral deflection of the free
end, with a portion adjacent to the fIXed end constructed with a reduced diameter
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or thickness pipe or loweryield strength material. The elastic analysis assumes that
strains will be distributed in the system in accordance wrth the relative elastic
stiffnesses. However, consider what happens when the locally weak section yields.
As the material yields, a greater proportion ofadditional strain due to displacement
occurs in the local region because its effective stiffness has been reduced by
yielding of the material. Thus, there is plastic strain concentration in the local region.
An example of a two bar system under axial tension or compression provides an
illustration of plastic strain concentration. The problem is illustrated in Figure 2.4-1.
The elastic distribution of the total displacement, Ii, between bar A and bar B is as
follows
6.A =K K'K "
A + •
where:
A,. areaofbarA
E", elastic modulus of bar A
K.... A",E,/L,., elastic axial stiffness of bar A
Ke AeEalLB, elastic axial stiffness of bar B
Ae area of bar B
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(2.2)
('.3)
Ee elastic modulus of bar B
L.... length of bar A
La length of bar B
lJ. total axial displacement imposed on two bars
lJ..... displacement absorbed by bar A
lJ.e displacement absorbed by bar B
Assuming elastic, perfectly plastic behavior of the material. with a yield stress, 0V'
the stress in bar B cannot exceed yield. so the load in bar A cannot exceed o.,Ae.
Therefore. after bar B starts to yield. the displacement in each bar is as follows.
whe",
lJ.e-f'.... actual displacement absorbed by A, elastic plastic case
lJ.e-f'. actual displacement absorbed by B. elastic plastic case
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(2.4)
(2.5)
Figure 2.4-1, Two-Bar Plastic Strain Concentration Model
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The strain concentration is the actual strain in bar B, considering elastic plastic
behavior, divided by the elastically calculated strain in bar B. Since strain is
displacement divided by length, the strain concentration is as follows.
strain concentration
This can be rearranged as follows.
(il-¥-)IL.
(KA~AKB 6)ILB (2.6)
( K)( CT,A.)strainconcentration = 1+ --!.. I - --K A 6KA (2.7)
Ifwe consider a general region under Iowerstress or in a strongercondition coupled
with a local region underhigherstressorwithweakermaterial (e.g. lower or)' the
more flexible the general region (stiffer the local region) Is, the more severe the
elastic follow-up. This can be observed looking at equation 2.7. As the stiffness of
bar B increases relative to bar A. the more severe the plastic strain concentration.
In bellows, strain concentration due to displacement loading occurs in the roots and
crowns of the bellows, the location of highest bending stress. The root and crown
can be considered the local region and the sidewall the remainder. The greater the
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convolution height. the more flexible the remainder is, and the larger the potential
for plastic strain concentration. VVhile a larger convolution height may make it less
likely for the bellows to yield when subject to displacement loading, because the
bellows is more flexible and subject to lower stresses for a given displacement load,
once the bellows does yield, the strain concentration should be worse. This is
because there was more strain, elastically calculated to be absorbed by sidewall
deflection, that is, instead, shifted to the local yielded region.
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Chapter 3
EJMA Equations for Bellows
3.1 EJMA Stress Equ8tions for Unrelnforced Bellows
Most bellows today are designed using the equations provided in the Standards of
the Expansion Joint Manufacturers Association. These equations and the charts
used with them are based on the work of Anderson (l964a. 1964b), and are based
on shell theory and equilibrium considerations. The equations for unreinforced
bellows that are presently in the EJMA Standards, 7th edition, are as follows.
Dimensions are illustrated in Figure 2.1-1 and defined in the nomenclature.
The bellows circumferential stress due to internal pressure, 52' is:
(3.1)
Equation 3.1 is based on equilibrium considerations, as shown in Figure 3.1-1. It
is the pressure times the mean bellows diameter divKted by the metal area of the
convolutions. This is a primary membrane stress.
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Both sides of bellows:
A, =t,(.571q + 2w)
Solution for Single Ply.
For Multi-Ply Substitute ntp for!p.
Figure 3.1-1, Pressure-Induced Circumferential Membrane Stress
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A primary stress is a load controlled stress, versus a secondary stress, which is
deformation controlled. These terms are used in the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section VIII, Oiv 2 to describe dffferent types of stress for which
different design criteria are used.
The bellows meridional membrane stress due to intemal pressure, S~, is:
(3.2)
Equation 3.2 is based on equilibrium considerations, as shown in Ftgure 3.1-2. It
is the pressure acting on the sidewalls, divided by the metal area of the root and
crown. This equation simply treats the convolution as a curved beam. This is a
primary membrane stress.
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IR-'---
Assume R, = Rz = tp~
From Equilibrium
PwS,=--
2fp
Solution for Single Ply.
For Multi-Ply. Substitute ntp for lr,.
Figure 3.1-2, Pressure-Induced Meridional Membrane Stress
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The following equations. 3.3 through 3.5. are based on shell theory. Anderson
developed an approximate general solution, from shell theory, for the toroid that
included four unknown constants. The shell equation was nondimensionalized using
the two parameters, QOTEQ/(2.2(D...t.,)'9 and QWzqI(2w). The convolution sidewall
was then represented as a strip of uniform width and four assumed boundary
conditions were used to develop four simultaneous equations to solve for the four
unknown constants. The parametric solution of these nondimensional equations
yielded the factors Cp • C" and Cd. which are used to calculate 5., S, and 5•• below.
The charts providing these fadars, developed by Anderson, are provided in the
EJMA Standards and are provided herein as Figures 3.1-3, 3.1-4 and 3.1-5.
The bellows meridional bending stress due to internal pressure, S., is:
(3.3)
The distribution of meridional bending stress in a convolution is illustrated in FlQure
2.1-5. There was controversy as to whether this was a primary or secondary
bending stress. As discussed n Resistance to Internal Pressure in Section 2.1,
these were shown by Becht (1980) to be primary bending stress since the formation
of plastic hinges in the convolution results in a limit load failure.
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The bellows meridional membrane stress due to deflection. 55. is:
(3.4)
The meridional membrane stress due to deflection is the force required to deflect
the bellows. per equation 3.6, divided by the metal area based on the mean
diameter and wall thickness of the bellows, as shown in Figure 3.1-6. Because this
stress is due to displacement. it would typically be considered to be a secondary
stress. However. it is not self limiting because the spring of the bellows will maintain
the load. even if meridional membrane yielding occurs. Thus, considering elastic
fOllow·Up, the meridional membrane stress due to deflection could be considered
to behave as a primary stress. However, this is not of any real consequence in the
design of typical bellows since the meridional membrane stress due to deflection is
generally a relatively low stress. Further, since bellows are typically cycled well into
the plastic regime. an elastic calculation of bellows stiffness does not accurately
represent the meridional membrane stress in any case.
The bellows meridional bending stress due to deflection, 58' is:
(3.5)
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L.~T:"r---~' e/2
I
F
( "(or reinforeed bellows)
where F is the axial force to deflect a convolution a distance, e.
Calculate 55 based on mean diameter
Figure 3.1-6, Deflection-Induced Meridional Membrane Stress
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The distribution ofmeridional stress due to displacement is illustrated in Figure 2.1-
8. Since the meridional bending stress due to displacement is displacement
controlled and generally self limiting, it is considered to be a secondary stress. The
work in Chapter 4, though, demonstrates that plastic strain concentration occurs
under certain conditions of geometry. Under that condition, the strain range is
greater than would be expected based on S•.
The bellows theoretical elastic axial stiffness per convolution. f.... is:
(3.61
The limiting design pressure based on elastic column squirm. assuming a single
bellows with both ends rigidly supported and a sufficiently long bellows for elastic
buckling, is:
(3.71
This equation includes a factor of safety of 2.25 relative to the expected squirm
pressure and includes an empirical correlation (Broyles, 1994).
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TIle work of Anderson and these resulting equations are the definitive treatment of
the calculation of the stresses in unreinforced bellows by direct solution of the
equation of shells. tt has been shown to be sufficiently accurate for design in prior
comparisons with elastic finite element anatysis results (Becht and Skopp, 1981b;
Osweiller, 1989) and, in a more comprehensive manner, in Chapter 4.
It has been shown that the bending stresses, S4 and Se are calculated accurately
over a wide range ofbellows geometries. However, it is shown in the present work,
as discussed in Chapter 4, that the meridional membrane stress due to pressure
differs from that calculated using equation 3.2.
The meridional membrane stress due to deflection, calculated per equation 3.4, is
also shown in Chapter 4 to differ from the actual maximum stresses. The reason for
this is described in Chapter4. However, as discussed elsewhere herein. this is of
little consequence to bellows design. It should be noted that Anderson did not
develop equations for meridional membrane stress; thus, equations 3.2 and 3,4
from the EJMA Standards are not from his work..
While the elastic shell equations developed by Anderson have sufficient accuracy
for calculating the elastic bending stress due to pressure and displacement, the
present work shows that the elastic anatysis of unreinforced bellows is notsufficient
to characterize the response to displacement loading. Rather, strain concentration
effects that occur as the bellows is deflection cycled in the plastic regime
significantly affect the cycle life of bellows.
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3.2 EJMA Stress Equ.tions for Reinforced Bellows
The equations for reinforced bellows that are presentty in the EJMA Standards, 7th
edition, are as follows. Dimensions are illustrated in Figure 2...1-1 and defined in the
nomenclature.
The bellows circumferential stress due to int6il1al pressure, 52' is:
PO,., q RS2"'~(R:1)
where, for integral reinforcing members:
and, for reinforcing members joined by fasteners:
R.~_"_.~)
D,., A,E ( A,E,
(3.8'
(3.91
(3.10)
The reinforcing member circumferential stress due to internal pressure, Sz', is:
S':: POmq (-'-)
2 2 A, R. 1
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(3.11)
Using the equation for R given in (3.9) yields stress in the rin9. Using the equation
for R given in (3.10) yields the stress in the fastener.
Note that while H, which equals PD..q, is used in the equations shown in the EJMA
Standards; PD",q is used herein to make the origin of the equations more
recognizable.
Equations 3.8 and 3.11 are from equilibrium, derived similarty to equation 3.1. The
only difference is that the metal area of the ring is included. Further, for rings that
include fasteners, the effective hoop stiffness of the ring, considering the
combination of ring and fastener stiffness, is used. As in the case of unreinforced
bellows, these circumferential membrane stresses are primary.
The following equations for 5 J , S4' 55 and S8 are the same as the equations for
unreinforced bellows, except that an effective, reduced convolution height is used,
and a factor of 0.85 is included for the pressure equations. The convolution height
is reduced by the dimension C,q, so that (w-C,q) is substituted for the convolution
height, w. The equation for C" which is a function of intemal pressure, is shown
in the Nomenclature.
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The bellows meridional membrane stress due to internal pressure, S~, is:
53 "" .=O•.=85:...P:.".::(W'-,--..:C,-,qO'-)
2 n tp
(3.12)
This is a primary membrane stress. Considering that equation 3.12 is based on
simple equilibrium principles, the only rationale for reduction of this stress with the
inclusion of reinforcing rings Is that some portion of this pressure force acting in the
direction of the bellows axis is passed through the reinforcing ring since the
convolution bears on it.
The bellows meridional bending stress due to internal pressure, S., is:
(3.13)
The reduction in effective convolution height due to the reinforcing ring reduces the
meridional bending stress. This stress is presently considered to be a secondary
stress, since the reinforcing rings are considered to hold the bellows together to
some extent, even with the fonnation of plastic hinges in the convolution walls.
However, this remains a debatable point, and a subject for future research.
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The bellows meridional membrane stress due to deflection. 5 s• is:
$5" Ell t: e
2 (w - C, q)3 Cr
(3.1.)
The reduction in effective convolution height inCl"eases the stiffness of the bellows
and therefore increases the meridional membrane stress due to deflection. The
same as in the case of unreinforced bellows, this is considered to be a secondary
stress, but is subject to elastic follow-up.
The bellows meridional bending stress due to deflection, 5., is:
(3.15)
The reduction in effective convolution height increases the meridional bending
stress due to deflection. This stress is a secondary stress. As in unreinforced
bellows. plastic strain concentration is a concem.
The bellows theoretical elastic axial stiffness per convolution, t... is:
f.. .. 1.7 0", Ell t: n
(w - C,q)3 Cr
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(3.16)
The bellows stiffness is increased by the reduction in effective convolution height
The limiting design pressure based on elastic column squirm, assuming a single
bellows with reinforcing rings (not equalizing rings) and with both ends rigidly
supported is:
(3.17)
This equation indudes a fador of safety of 2.25 relative to the expected squirm
pressure and an empirical correlation (Broyles, 1994). Since the addition of
reinforcement makes the bellows stiffer, it is more resistant to column squirm.
The basis for the reinforced bellows equations (essentially the use of a reduced,
effective convolution height) is not documented in the literature, and there are
significant nontinearcomplications, such as the interaction between the convolution
shell and the reinforcing rings, which is a nonlinear, large displacement gap
problem. VVhile such complications preclude dired solution, it was found. as
discussed in Chapter 4, that the present equations. with possibty some small
modifications, are sufficiently accurate for displacement loading. A significant
finding is that the effed of plasticity and resulting strain concentration which is very
significant to unreinforced bellows response Is not as significant for most reinforced
bellows.
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Chapter 4
Bellows Evaluation
4.1 Scope of Research and Overview of Evaluation Approach
This research is focused on developing better understanding of bellows behavior.
This understanding can lead to improvement of bellows analysis and design
methods. These methods are based on equations and charts that were developed
from parametric elastic shell analysis. They have been proven to be generally
sufficient. and are used worldwide in the design of bellows.
The current method requires fatigue testing of bellows to develop empirical fatigue
curves. Separate testing is required for reinforced and unreinforced bellows and for
each material of construction. While very costly, this is necessary because prior
work has not developed sufficient understanding of bellows response to deflection
loading, and detennined how bellows fatigue behavior can be directly compared to
polished bar fatigue data for the material. The present research is aimed at
developing that understanding, which would have a substantial impact on design
rules for bellows, used worldwide. It is shown herein that the key consideration is
the effect of plasticity in deflection.
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This research indudes the foflowing specific areas of investigation.
A series of elastic finite element analyses of unreinforced bellows was
perfonned to evaluate the accuracy, in greater detail than has been done
before, ofthe charts and equations presently used in the design ofbellows.
\Nhile the elasticprediction ofdisplacementstress in bellows using existing
equations was generally found to have good accuracy forthe stresses that
are significant in design, the effect of plasticity was further investigated.
The effect of plastic strain concentration on the response of unreinforced
bellows to displacement loading was evaluated using the results from
elastic-plastic finite element analyses. A new understanding of the effect
of bellows geometry, reinforcing rings, and plasticity on displacement
strains, and specifically plastic strain concentration, in bellows is presented
herein.
This new understanding was tested by re-evaluating bellows fatigue data
that was preViously used to develop bellows fatigue curves. It was found
that proper consideration of plastic strain concentration effects unifies the
reinforced and unreinforced fatigue data, and in fact correlates bellows
fatigue data with polished bar fatigue data.
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For reinforced bellows, the interaction between the convolutions and the
reinforcing rings was also investigated with a series of nonlinear elastic
finite element analyses. Some of the key areas that were addressed
included:
the effect of the reinforcing ring on stresses;
effectofpressure on displacement response ofbellows (pressure has
been considered to increase displacement stresses by causing
greater interaction between the convoluted shell and the reinforcing
ring); and
nonlinear interaction between the convoluted shell and the reinforcing
ring due to displacement loading.
One of the findings of the elastic analyses of reinforced bellows was that
the displacement stresses were significantly affected by whether the
displacement tended to open ordose the bellows convolutions. The effect
of plasticity on this behavior was investigated using elastic-plastic (with
large displacement theory) finite element analyses: it is shown that the
differences between bellows opening and closing displacement are washed
out by the effects of plasticity.
These evaluations were carried out by using finite element analysis. Direct solution
by shell theory, using some approximations to enable solution, had been done by
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Anderson. Elastic finite elementanalyses confirmed thatthis prior work is generally
sufficiently accurate. Inelastic finite element analyses have shown that the elastic
stress analysis is not sufficient to fully characterize the response of bellows to
displacement loading.
The analyses were performed using the COSMOSIM finite element analysis
program. Both axisymmetric and three dimensional shell analyses were performed.
Axisymmetric analyses were performed for elastic analysis of unreinforced bellows
and a three dimensional wedge was used for inelastic analyses of unreinforced
bellows. Elastic analyses were also performed using the three dimensional shell
elements for a few cases to confirm that a one element wide wedge of the bellows
provided accurate results. as compared to the axisymmetric shell analysis. For
reinforced bellows, the preferred gap elements reqUired the use of thin shell
elements (e.g. four node quadrilateral shell elements). Therefore, the reinforced
bellows analyses were performed using three dimensional shell analysis.
The primary focus of the evaluations is meridional bending stress, since this is
significantly greater than the meridional membrane stress. This is readily
demonstrated by evaluating equations 3.2 verses 3.3 and 3.4 versus 3.5. The ratio
of the bending to membrane stress is approximately proportional to the ratio of
bellows convolution height. w, to thickness, t. Because metallic bellems of interest
are thin walled shells, this ratio is relatively large, making the meridional bending
8'
stress much larger than the meridional membrane stress. Since the stress criteria
are relative to the sum of these two components, meridional membrane stress is
generally relatively insignificant in bellows design.
The effect of plasticity is relevant because bellows are deflection cyded well into the
plastic regime, often to elastically calculated stress ranges greater than two times
the yield strength of the material. Design of bellows is a compromise between
pressure capacity, for which thicker waifs and deeperconvolutions are desired, and
capacity to accept numerous deflection cycles without fatigue failure. for which
thinner walls and shallaNer ccnvolutions are desired. The most common design
range for deflection stresses is from greater than 690 MPa (100.000 psi) to greater
than 2.000 MPa (300,000 psi). The higher pennissible deflection stress pennits
thicker walls and shallowerconvolutions, that are necessary to provide the required
pressure capacity. Note that simply adding more convolutions to increase flexibility
and decrease stress for a given deflection does not solve the problem, since that
increases the potential for column squinn, another pressure induced failure mode.
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4.2 Elastic Parametric Evaluation. of Unreinforced Bellows
Unreinforced bellows geometries were evaluated using parametric elastic finite
element analysis. The purpose of these evaluations was to 1) evaluate the
accuracy and range of applicability of the existing equations for unreinforced
bellows, 2) establish the validity ofthe finite element models based on the generally
better understood elastic behavior of unreinforced bellows. and 3) to provide
unreinforced bellows calculations for comparison with reinforced bellows
calculations.
Parametric analyses were conducted using linearaxisymmetric shell elements with
the COSMOSJM finite element analysis program. These shell elements are two
node conical shell elements.
A full convolution was modeled. VVhile a half convolution model is sufficient
because of planar symmetry at the convolution root and crown, the model was quick
to run and the full model provided a better illustration of the displacement. The
model was divided into six segments, consisting of the two sidewalls and four
halves of the root and crown tOfoidal segments. These segments were each
provided the same number of elements, a number which was varied to check for
convergence. As 50 elements persegmentand 100elements persegment provided
essentially the same results. the parametric analysis was performed using 50
elements per segment.
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The resutts were also compared to calculations performed using three dimensional
shell elements to analyze a slim (one element wide) wedge of the bellows.
Boundary conditions for the three dimensional shell analyses were defined in the
cylindrical coordinate system to provkie symmetric boundary conditions that
represent an axisymmetric shell. Results generally compared within 1% for
meridional stress and about 2% for circumferential stress, providing verification of
the two models.
5tress equations provided in Section 3.1 for prediction of meridional membrane
stress due to pressure, ~, meridional bending stress due to pressure, 5.,
meridional membrane stress due to deflection, 55' and meridional bending stress
due to deflection, 5e, were evaluated.
The EJMA equation for ~ is simply based on equilibrium; pressure acting in the
axial direction on the wall of the convolutions must be carried as a meridional
membrane stress across the root and crown.
The equations for 5., 5" and S. are based on shell theory. The shell effects are
introduced via charts for factors C p, C" and Cd which are based on
nondimensionalized parametric shell analysis. Cp is nondimensionalized meridior.al
bending stress due to pressure. Cf is the nondimensionalized inverse of bellows
stiffness. Cd is the nondimensionaHzed inverse of meridional bending stress due to
deflection. The nondimensional parameters are q/2w, (termed aw herein) and
qJ2_2(O...tJ~ (termed aOT herein), where q is bellows pitch, w is convolution height,
tp is bellows thickness con~idering thinning due to fonning, and Om is the mean
bellows diameter.
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FlQure 4.2-1 illustrates the effect of parameters aWand aOT on the geometry of
bellows.
--j 'm/2 r-
I • ow _ 0.2
,
I ow _ 0.5 OOT _ 0.4
,
I
,
I § OOT _ 1.0
,
I s£
I s, OOT _ 1.0
I S,I
, % ~ .. 0.5I
, SI OW. 0.8
Figure 4.2-1, Bellows Geometries
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Parametric analyses were run. For each case, O. and lp were assumed and the
otherbellows dimensions were calculated based on varying the two parameters QW
and QOT. Most of the analyses were performed using 0",:610 mm (24 inch) and.
lpzO.51 mm (0.02 inch). Cases with other diameters and thicknesses were also run
to confirm the diameter and thickness independence of the results. For all cases,
the following material properties and loads were assumed: E=207,000 MPa (30x1 0-
psi), v:O.3, P=690 kPa (100 psi) for cases with internal pressure and e=2.5 mm
(0.1 inch) for cases with axial deflection.
Maximum stresses were calculated for each case, and are provided in Table I.
Based on the stresses calculated with the finite element analyses, factors Cp , Cr,
and Cd were calculated that would make the EJMA equations, documented in
Section 3.1, match the finite element results. These factors are also contained in
Table I.
FIQure 42·2 shows the calculated values of the factors, given Q~.5 and
QOT,.,1.0 for various diameters. Figure 4.2-3 shows the calculated values of the
factors, given QW=0.5 and QOT-1.0 for various thicknesses. These two charts
demonstrate that the parameters QW and aOT make the charts independent of
thickness and diameter. These figures confirm that these parameters adequately
capture the thickness and diameter dependence of factors Cp , C" and Cd'
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This confirms what should be expected if the equations of Anderson are accurate,
since these parameters were used to nondimensionalize the shell analysis of the
toroidal portions of the bellows.
The calculated factors CIl, C,. and Cd that would make the EJMA equations match
the finite element results for the 610 mm (24 inch) size are plotted. in Ftgures4.2-4
through 4.2-6, on the charts provided !n the EJMA Standards. A plot of the ratio of
the calculated meridional membrane stress due to pressure to $3' per the EJMA
equation, is provided in Figure 4.2·7.
The results generally confinn earlier findings that were based on much more limited
studies. The calculation ofmaximum bending stress due to pressure and deflection,
as shown by comparison of the factors calculated by finite element analysis and
those provided in the EJMA charts (see Figure 4.2-4 and 4.2-6) is sufficiently
accurate except for very deep convolution bellows (low values of OW). As
discussed previously, these are the meridional stresses that are generally of
concern in bellows design. Since the focus of this work is fatigue design, it is
specifically the equation for 5 15, meridional bending stress due to displacement, that
is of primary concern herein.
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As discussed in Section 3.1, the meridional membrane stress due to pressure, S3,
that is calculated in the equation is based on equilibrium and, in fact, must be the
stress at the location considered. The difference between the maximum meridional
membrane stress calculated by finite element analysis and that calculated using the
EJMA equation for S3, as shown in Figure 4.2-7, is due to the fact that the
maximum meridional membrane stress for deep convolution, and relative to pitch,
smaller diameter and thinner walled bellows does not occur at the location
considered in the EJMA equation. It generally occurs, in these bellows, in the
toroidal portions of the bellows, but closer to the sidewalls.
PJots ofstress for various bellows geometries due to intemal pressure are provided
in Figures 4.2-8 through 4.2-11. In these plots, the apex of the crown is element 1,
the apex of the root is element 150, and the apex of the next crown is element 300.
The transitions between the toroidal portions and the sidewalls are delineated by
dashed vertical lines at elements 50, 100, 200 and 250. The middle of the sidewall
are at elements 75 and 225.
In deep convolution (low OW) and thin walled (high aOn bellows, deformation of
the sidewalls in bending due to pressure draws in the root and crown. The
meridional membrane stresses In the sidewall thatare high draw the root and crown
in (towards the center of the convolution), and induce high circumferential stress in
the bellows root and crown toroidal sections. Also note that it is the occurrence of
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these circumferential stresses that causes the maximum circumferential membrane
stress predicted by finite element analysis to deviate from the average
circumferential membrane stress calculated using the equation for 51. although the
average circumferential stress must equal $2 due to equilibrium.
The calculation of membrane stress due to deflection. as shown in FIQure 4.2·5.
exhibits a substantial difference between the values of Cf in the EJMA Chart and
those calculated in the present work. It is particularly in error for deep convolution
thin walled bellows (low OW and high ODT). This comes from a consideration that
was apparently missed in development of the EJMA Standards.
The chart of Cf was developed by Anderson to provide bellows stiffness. The force
resulting from this stiffness was divided by the cross-sectional area of the bellows
to calculate the meridional membrane stress in the EJMA Standards. While this
does relatively accuratelypredictthe stress in the bellows root and crown. these are
not the location of highest meridional membrane stress. Figure 4.2-12 shows
values of Ct. predicted based on finite element analysis. that would yield the stress
at the outermost portion of the crown. They match the curves provided in the EJMA
Standards for C, fairty well. However. this is not always the location of highest
meridional membrane stress due to displacemenL
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The location of highest meridional stress in deep convolution bellows can occur in
the toroidal portions of the bellows, near the junction with the sidewalls. In these
deep convolution bellows, the bellows root toroid is pulled out and the bellows
crown toroid is pulled in byextenskln (and the reverse forcompression). The result
is high circumferential membrane stress in these locations.
For this to occur requires a sufficiently high meridional membrane stress transfer
through the bellows sidewall to equilibrate these two opposing a:::tions. Thus, for
deep convolution (low OW) and thin walled (high aOT) bellows, the maximum
meridional membrane stress is higher than the stress predicted by the EJMA
equations. Further, with both deep convolution bellows and thin walled bellows, the
bellows has greaterflexibility. Thus, the meridional membrane stress at the location
forwhich the stress is calculated in the EJMA Standards becomes low, to the extent
that it is not the location of highest meridional membrane stress due to
displacement.
The accuracy of the prediction of highest meridional membrane stress could be
improved by parametric shell analysis, orby returning to the equations of Anderson
and evaluating the meridional membrane stress at other locations. However, the
error in calculation of meridional membrane stress due to deflection has very little
practical significance in bellows design, and is not the subject of the present
research. If the chart were to be revised today, itwould be via accurate parametric
numerical analysis rather than approximate parametric shell analysis.
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The circumferential membrane stress due to displacement is not calculated in the
EJMA equations, although it can be quite significant in magnitude. While
development ofequations to predict this stress is notwithin the scope ofthe present
research, itwas observed that there was a reasonable correlation between the ratio
of the meridional bending stress due to deflection to this circumferential membrane
stress and the parameter QDT, as shown in Figure 4.2-13. No appearance of
correlation existed between this ratio and QW, 0"" or Ip. Development of an
equation to calculate this stress is not the subject ofthe present research. Note that
it is not presently necessary to know the value of this stress since bellows are
designed using nonnal stress, not stress intensity.
The EJMA calculation of elastic bending stresses due to pressure and deflection in
unreinforced bellows were found to be reasonably accurate within the range of
typical geometries that are used. Maximum meridional membrane stresses do not
appear to be accurately calculated; however, as previously discussed, they are not
generally significant in bellows design because they are very low relative to the
bending stresses, and are not the focus of this research. The reason for the
deviation has been found in this research, and the prediction of membrane stress
can be improved by solving for the membrane stress at the location of highest
membrane stress.
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The finding that the parameters OW and aOT effectively remove thickness and
diameter from any significant influence on the charts of C p, C,. and Cd means that
the accuracy of the charts can be improved through simple parametric analysis of
a large number of bellows geometries. The existing curves can simply be adjusted
based on the results of parametric finite element calculations. Note that this is also
a reflection of the accuracy of Anderson's approximate shell analysis, as these
parameters were used to nondimensionalize the solution for the toroidal sections.
4.3 Inelastic Analysis of Unrelnforced Bellows
A number of elastic-plastic large displacement analyses of unreinforced bellows
were performed to evaluate the strain range due to displacement loading. This was
to improve the understanding of plasticity effects on the response of bellows to
displacement loading. These plasticity effects are one of the primary reasons why
current design practice, as reflected in industry codes and standards, requires
actual bellows fatigue testing for fatigue design of bellows. Unlike many other
components, designers are not permitted to use basic material data from polished
bar fatigue tests to evaluate the cycle life of the component.
Tanaka (1974) has observed. on the basis of elastic-plastic shell calculations. that
unreinforced bellows had a plastic strain conCE;ntration at their root and crown due
to displacement load. The strain concentration was shown to depend on a
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parameter 1.1, described in Section 2.3, and reached a maximum of two when the
parameter reached a value of 1.5.
The parameter used by Tanaka is essentially aOT times a constant. However,
consideration of plastic strain concentration, as discussed in Section 2.4, would
indicate that the convolution height should have a significant effect on strain
concentration. The greater the convolution height, the greater the potential strain
concentration.
Forthe inelastic analyses, the model used a single element wide wedge of one half
of a convolution, as shown in Figure 4.3-1. All models used a mean bellows
diameter of 610 mm (24 inch) and thickness of 0.51 mm (0.02 inch). A bilinear
stress-strain curve was assumed, with a yield strength of 207 MPa (30,000 psi).
The slope beyond yield strength was assumed to be 10% of the elastic slope and
kinematic hardening was assumed. The analyses included the effects of large
displacement.
The model was validated against some available bellows strain gage results
provided by Kobatake, et aJ. (1988) foran austenitic stainless steel bellows. Bellows
dimensions and material properties, from Kobatake and Yamamoto, et al. (1986),
are provided in Table II. The predicted response, using the model with the
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properties from Table II, Is compared with the measured response in Figure 4.3-2.
The comparison is good, providing validation of the bellows model using test data.
Table II
Data on Kobatake (1986) Bellows
thickness, t 1.4mm
10 300mm
convolution height, w 18mm
pitch, q 16mm
Elastic Modulus 153,no Mpa
Montonic Yield Strength 142.1 Mpa
Hardening Coefficient 3.182 Mpa
Poisson's Ratio 0.306
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Figure 4.3-1, Wedge Model Used for Elastic-Plastic Analysis
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The models were subject to 1~ cycles ofcompressive displacement This provides
torthe shifting of the yield surface that occurs on the initial displacement which self
springs the bellows. Because of this self-springing, subsequent cycfes will have
lower plastic strain ranges than the first % cycle. The third half cycle is
representative of subsequent cycles. Typical charts showing strain-displacement
behavior are provided in Figures 4.3-3 through 4.3-6. The strain range was taken
from the last half cycle of analysis.
Plastic strain concentration was found to depend on a number of factors. First, the
greater the displacemenl the greater the strain concentration. The higher the
convolution heighl refle<:ted in a low value of QW, the greater the strain
concentration.
To permit comparison ofthe effects of the parameters, QWand aOT, independent
of the degree of plasticity, analyses were run with different bending stress revels.
They were run at %, 3, 6 and 12 times the displacement that would result in an
elastic meridional bending stress equal to the yield strength of the materiaL
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Figures 4.J..7 through 4.J..9 illustrate the effects of the various factors on strain
concentration. Some of the data from which these charts were prepared are in
Tabh! III. Strain concentration is taken as the ratio of the elastic plus plastic
meridional bending strain from the inelastic analysis to the elastic meridional
bending strain that was predicted for the same displacement from an elastic
analysis. The elastic strain was determined from an elastic analysis using the same
model as was used in the inelastic analysis, for each case.
Figures 4.J..7 through 4.J..9 show the strain concentration for various values of OW
and OOT as a function of the multiple of the elastic displacement. The fact that
calculated strain concentration is greaterwith greaterdisplacement loadings should
be no surprise since this simply reflects the greater dominance of plasticity. The
charts also indicate trends with respect to the effect ofthe parameters QWand OOT
on strain concentration, which was explored in greater detail, as described in the
following paragraphs.
Figures 4.J..7 through 4.3-9 show the high dependence of strain concentration on
the convolution profile, which iscontrolled by the parameter OW. An increase in QW
increases the convolution height, w. Note, however, that convolution height for the
bellows included in Figures 4.3-7 through 4.3-9 is also related to OOT since the
bellows pitch increases with the parameter ODT and the convolution height is
related to the pitch by the parameter OW.
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TABLE III
Strain Concentration for Unreinforced Bellows
Data for 6x Elastic Displacement
DOl:: 610 mm (24 in) 1,.-0.51 mm (0.02 in)
ElutieAnaJy,ls EIa't1eF'lasticAnil~11
6xMuEiaItic
Oi$p(2) 56(1) Di$plaeemerlt(3) HigtISlr.lio SCF{4)
"""
...
"""02 0.' om 2378.1 0.27455 0.00005 0.00842 1.525194
02 o~ 0.' 13817.2 0.65136 0.00053 0.01300 2-'62SO
02 , 0.' 5737.1 ,....,. 0..... 0.02971 '.92886
02 U 0.' _.0 ,""" -0.00159 0.00,., 02062>
0= , 0.' 69313 ,.2073 0.00002 0.ll2267 ....,..
.. , 0.' 10917.8 0.62<34 0.00042 0.01221 >3_
0.3 U 0.' 8774.5 1.02570 0.00081 0.01254 2.44375
0.3 2 0.' 4521.9 1.99034 0.00260 0.01230 3.411000
0.' 0.' 0.' 105673.0 0.06517 0.00066 0.00735 '.29264
0.' 0.0 0.' 44979.7 020006 0.00045 0.00751 ..,0'"
0.' , 0.' 16845.1 0.53428 0.00037 0.00600 1..52113
0.' '2 0.' 13827.7 0.65087 0.00060 0.00670 1.19919
0.' 2 0.' ""'., 1.14824 0.00074 O.oo72ll '2E667
.. 0.' 0.01 15191.2 0.05924 0.00063 0.COn1 '.23OQ
05 , 0.' 2319l5..9 0.38798 0.00062 0.00605 ,.20698
0.' 2 0.' 12059.9 0.74627 0.00091 0.00535 0."""
0.0 0.0 0.' 87759.3 0.10255 0.00053 0.00698 1.25878
0.' , 0.' 29851.2 0.30150 0.00046 0.00615 1.11537
0.' U 0.' 24755.3 0.36356 0.00000 0.00458 0.90873
0.' 0.' 0.' 15992.4 0.02814 0.00070 0.00700 1.31250
.. 0.0 0.' 139373.0 0.""" 0.00054 0.00683 1-21516
0.0 , 0.005 2223.0 0.20243 OJXl027 0.00630 1.16860
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Ftgure 4.3-1 0 shows the effect ofconvolution height. w, on strain concentration, for
cases where the displacementwould produce an elasticbending stress range equal
to six times the yield strength. It is clear that, as should be expected, an increase
in convolutIon height results in an increase In strain concentration. Further, the
effect of aOT is also clearly shown. For a given convolution height, an increase in
OOT reduces the strain concentration. However, an increase in OOT with
convolution height held constant also results in an increase in OW. As described in
the subsequent paragraphs, the effect of the convolution profile, as reflected by
OW, is very significant
Figure 4.3-11 shows the effect of the parameter OW. A decrease in OW (deeper
convolutions) results in an increase in strain concentration. The convolution profile
is shown to have a very significant effect, with relatively small strain concentration
for OW ~O.45. For OW<0.45, the strain concentration becomes much greater and
greatly dependent on COT. Note that bellows with high OOT exhibit lower strain
concentration for higher values of OW (shallower convolutions), albeit all bellows
in this regime exhibit relatively low strain concentration. However, for bellows with
deep convolutions, highervalues ofQOT results in SUbstantially increased degrees
of strain concentration.
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A series of analyses were run to evaluate the effect of the parameter QW,
independent of the convolution height. All of the analyses were for the same
convolution height and for OOT:lE1.0. The pitch was varied with OW and the
thickness was varied to hold OOT constant. All were for a displacement that would
produce an elastic displacement bending stress range equal to six times the yield
strength. The calculated strain concentration as a function ofOW is shown in Figure
4.3-12. Again, strain concentration is shown to depend significantly on OW, with
relatively small strain concentration for QW:t0.45.
Because the prior work of Tanaka had indicated a relation with 1-1, which is directly
proportional to QDT. the strain concentration data was evaluated versus ODT, as
shown in Figure 4.3-13. Again, these are aU for cases where the displacement
would produce an elastic bending stress range equal to six times the yield strength.
The effect of OOT is shown to be significant for deep convolution bellows (low OW).
To isolate the effects of the variation of OOT from its impact on convolution height.
cases were run where the convolution height was held constant but OOT varied by
changing the bellows thickness. Cases were run with QW equal to 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and
0.8. The pitch was held at 38.7 mm (1.52 inch). While different convolution heights
were run for each value of OW, the convolution height for all cases with a given
value of OW were the same. The results of these evaluations are presented in
Figure 4.3-14. It is shown that, with the broad range of geometries included in this
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evaluation, OOT is not a good parameter for evaluating strain concentration. The
same behavior as is exhibited in F19ure 4.3-11 is exhibited, with the effect of OOT
dependent on OW. The effect of OOT is more complex than indicated in prior
findings of Tanaka.
All of these findings can be understood based on evaluation of the stress
distributions that are present in bellows, while considering the basic principles of
plasticstrain concentration described in section 2.4. Figures 4.3-15 through 4.3-22
show stress distnbutions due to compressive displacement fOf" a range of bellows
geometries. The dashed lines in the figures indicate the junction between the
toroidal sections (root and crown) and the sidewall. The plots start from the
outermost part of the convolution crown (on the left end) and go to the innennost
part of the convolution root (on the right end). All of the elements have the same
meridional length, so the plots are in scale. It is apparent that with high values of
OOT (thin walls), the bellows exhibits greater shell (membrane) behavior, while for
low values of QOT (thick walls), the bellows exhibits greater beam (bending)
behavior.
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Review of the stress distributions reveal the following. For deep convolution
bellows, the peak of the meridional bending stress is broad for low values of OOT
(bellow with thicker walls and/or larger diameter relative to pitch) while there are
distinct, sharp peaks of meridional bending stress for high values of OOT. Deep
convolution bellows with high values of OoT are subject to significant strain
concentration because the local area that is yielded is much smaller (stiffer) than the
remainder. Deep convolution bellows with low values of OoT have lower degrees
of strain concentration because the plasticity is distributed over a larger region.
An example is prOVided by comparison ofFigures4.3·16 and 4.3-18. Both are for
a value of QOT=1.2. From Figure 4.J..11, it is apparent that the bellows of Figure
4.J..16 is subject to greater plastic strain concentration. Comparison of the stress
distributions reveals that the high meridional bending stress is more localized in
Figure 4.3-16. Thus, greater plastic strain concentration is to be expected.
Shallow convolution bellows are not as subject to plastic strain concentration
because their region of highest meridional bending stress is larger in relation to the
remainder of the bellows. For shallow convolution bellows (high OVV) with high
values of OoT, the plastic strain concentration is reduced (relative to low values of
OOT) because the length of the sidewall is reduced for the same value of OW. This
is because, while the convolution height is the same, the radii of the toroids are
larger so less of the convolution height is composed of the sidewall. This effect is
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relatively small as plastic strain concentration in shallOW' convolutions is relatively
insignificant.
While not specifically addressed herein, it is obvious that material properties also
playa significant effect on strain concentration. The higherthe yield strength, the
greater the elastic portion of the strain range and the lower the degree of plasticity
and consequent strain concentration. Also, the lower the plastic modulus, the
greater the plastic strain concentration. These are mitigated to some extent by
cyclic hardening that occurs in austenitic stainless steel, a commonly used material
for bellows.
Strain concentration in bellows was found to be highly sensitive to the convolution
profile. While the elastic stress prediction is a relatively good indicator of strain
range for values of OW greater than about 0.45, it becomes much less so for
deeper convolution profiles, OW less than about 0.45.
Deep convolution bellows are subject to plastic strain concentration because of the
greater flexibility of the portion of the bellows that shifts strain to the local region of
strain concentration. Bellows with thinner walls and/or smaller diameter relative to
their pitch (high ODT) are subject to greater plastic strain concentration when the
bellows are in the regime of significant plastic strain concentration (QW<O.45)
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because the region of high meridional bending stress is more localized. In teRns
of Section 2.4, the local region that is subject to strain concentration is stiffer.
4.4 Evaluation of Fatigue Cata
The impactof strain concentration can be significant on fatigue life. As shown in the
prior section, significant and widely varied strain concentration was found in
analyses ofbellows with QW<0.45, but much less so for bellows with higher values
of OW. The bellows fatigue data that was provided by the Expansion Jotnt
Manufacturer's Association for the development of the design rules for bellows in
ASME Section VIII, Div 1 and ASME B31.3 were separated into these two regimes
of OW, below 0.45 and above 0,45. The data is listed in Table IV. Figure 4.4-1
shows the distnbution of the data with respect to OW and OOT.
The deflection stress ranges were calculated in accordance with the Standards of
the Expansion Joint Manufacturer's Association, multiplied by a factor of 1.4, and
planed on Figures 4.4-2 and 4.4-3. The 1.4 factor comes from an evaluation of the
fatigue data provided herein, and can be considered to reflect effects such as the
degree ofstrain concentration that occurs in shallower convolution profiles, surface
finish, etc. It is essentially equal to the factor of 1.43 cited in WRC Bulletin 398
(Stamaugh, et aI., 1995) for the difference in the fatigue strength of polished bar
versus plate material, and therefore may be largely due to surface finish effects.
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The bellows fatigue data forQW>0.45 (see Ftgure 4.4-2), with the inclusion of the
1.4 factor, follows the polished barfatigue curve with very little scatter. The bellows
fatigue data for QW<O.45 (see Figure 4.4-3) shows greater scatter and appears to
fall somewhat belOW' the polished bar fatigue curve, even with the inclusion of the
1.4 factor. This should be expected because the elastic stress prediction is not a
good measure of the strain range, considering plasticity, for bellows with QW<0.45.
The bellows fatigue data are compared to the raw (no design margin) polished bar
fatigue cUive for austenitic stainless steel that was used in the development of
Section VIII, Div 2, as provided in the Criteria Document (1972). The polished bar
fatigue curve is shown as a curve in both Figures 4.4-2 and 4.4-3. In the
development of the ASME 831.3 bellows fatigue curve (Becht, 1995), all of the
fatigue data was lower bounded and then additional design margins were applied
to the lower bound curve. It is dear from this research that the deep convolution
bellows (QW<O.45) controlled the desi9n fatigue curve. This can now be attributed
to their greater potential for plastic strain concentration. If the data were separated,
a significantly higher fatigue curve would be dev8toped for bellows with QW>O.45.
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For OW>O.45. the fatigue data can be characterized by the polished bar fatigue
curve. The factor of 1.4 is well within typical differences between componentfatigue
tests and polished bar fatigue tests and. more importantly, is consistent among all
the bellows fatigue tests. In this regime, the fatigue behavior is now well
understood. This will permit codes to make analogies between materials based on
the polished bar fatigue curves for bellows with QW>O.45.
Since all bellows geometries are presently treated equally with respect to
development of fatigue curves. it is clear that one could develop a higher fatigue
curve by testing bellows with smaller convolution heights, highervalues ofOW. and
by perfonning higher cycle fatigue testing (lower strain range so less strain
concentration). This new knowledge of the effect of these factors on strain
concentration and fatigue life should be used to aitically evaluate Mure fatigue
tests.
Development of bellows fatigue design methods and evaluation of bellows for
fatigue should consider the impact of the convolution geometry on the difference
between elastically calculated stress and actual strain range. considering plastic
strain concentration.
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4.5 Reinforced Bellows Model
A parametric finite element model of a reinforced bellows was prepared and run
using the COSMOSfM finite element analysis program. The model was ofa wedge
section of the bellows with one element in the circumferential direction. The one
element wedge was used ratherthan a lw'o dimensional axisymmetric shell because
the gap elements thatwere preferred to model the interface belw'een the reinforcing
ring and bellows convolution required use of the three dimensional model. These
gap elements permit the nodes of the bellows to contact anywhere on a target
surface, the reinforcing ring. While the model is a three dimensional wedge, the
boundary conditions force the model to behave as an axisymmetric shell.
Both elastic and elastic-plastic analyses were run. Aside from plasticity, the
nonlinear features that were inducted were gap elements to model the interaction
between the bellows sidewalls and the reinforcing ring, and large displacement
theory. Cases with elastic plastic material properties with kinematic hardening were
run to investigate post-yield behavior and its effect on the nonlinear interaction
between the convolutions and the reinforcing rings, and to evaluate plastic strain
concentration.
Only one half of a convolution was modeled, considering symmetry, because of the
greater demands of the nonlinear analysis on computer resources. The rIng was
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modeled using eight node solid elements and the convolution was modeled using
four node shell elements. A wedge section, one element wide was modeled, with
symmetry boundary conditions on all sides ofthe model, as illustrated in Figure 4.5-
1.
The convolution was partitioned, in the general case, into four segments for
modeling purposes. These induded one half of the root; a portion of the sidewall
equal to about 314 the toroid meridional radius or the full length of the sidewall,
whichever was less; the remainder of the sidewall (if any); and one halfofthe crown
of the convolution. The model was constructed so that the meridional length of the
sidewall elements were the same as in the toroidal segments.
The ring was partitioned into six sections, each of which was meshed in an array
with solid elements. Bght node and twenty node solid elements were evaluated.
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Gap elements were induded between the root toroid and the inner section of the
sidewall, and L~ ring. The gaps were located at the nodes of the bellows and the
ring was specified as the target surface. The convolution could therefore contact
any portion of the reinforcing ring perimeter. An initial gap of0.025 mm (0.001 inch)
was assumed between the convolution and the reinforcing ring to keep the shell and
solid nodes separate.
To model the shell, the SHELL4 (except for elastic-plastic in which SHELL4T was
used) element was used, which is a four-noded quadrilateral shell element with six
degrees of freedom per node. Shear deformation is neglected for SHELl4, which
is a thin shell element Eight noded isoparametric solid elements (SOLID) were
used to model the ring. Single node gap elements (GAP), without friction, were
used to model the interaction between the shell and the reinforcing rings. The gap
elements were applied to the bellows nodes and the reinforcing ring was specified
as the target surface.
FlQure 4.5-2 illustrates the various meshes considered with the reinforcing rings.
FlQure 4.5-3 compares analyses of bellows extension and compression with
different mesh densities. FlQure 4.5-4 compares analyses of a bellows subjected
to intemal pressure with different mesh densities.
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Figure 4.5-2. Typical Mesh Densities That Were Evaluated
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Based on these results, 90 shell elements per half toroid and the 8)(8 solid element
mesh using eight node solids (for each section of the ring) were selected for further
analysis.
4.6 Elastic Analysis of Reinforced Bellows
Some salient points of behavior are illustrated by a detailed elastic (large
displacement with gapelements) investigation of reinforced bellows. The application
of reinforced bellows tends to be for a narrower range of geometries than for
umeinforced bellows. This is because higher values ofOW (shallowerconvolutions)
would be very stiffwith reinforcing rings. Further, since reinforced bellows are used
for high pressure, deep convolutions, low values of OW, are not appropriate.
Cases with internal pressure were evaluated for various values ofQW and OOT. For
these analysis, Om and ~ where held constant at 610 mm (24 inch) and 0.51mm
(0.02 inch), respectively. The reinforcing ring is considered to reduce the meridional
bending stress relative to unreinforced bellows because it reduces the effective
convolution height. Meridional bending stress due to pressure is plotted versus
pressure in Ftgures 4.6-1 through 4.6-5. They are compared to the EJMA
predictions of meridional bending stress in umeinforced bellows and reinforced
bellows. These figures show that the pressure--stress relationship is nonlinear. This
is because the conVOlution wraps around the ring, changing the outermost contact
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point. This decreases the ratio of mertdional bending stress to pressure as the
pressure is inaeased.
The stress calculated via finite element analysis is generally bounded by the EJMA
equations for reinforced and unreinforced bellows. At higher pressures, the finite
element results tend to approach the stresses predicted by the EJMA equation for
reinforced bellows. This generally indicates that the EJMA equation tends to under
predict the pressure induced meridional bending stresses in reinforced bellows.
Note. however, that the calculated stress forQW=0.5, which is in the range oftypical
reinforced bellows geometries, that the prediction of the EJMA equation is in good
agreement with the finite element analysis results.
Prior to initiating substantive work on improving the prediction ofmeridional bending
stress due to pressure, a better understanding of the mechanism of failure of
reinforced bellows due to pressure should be developed, as was done for
unreinforced bellows by Becht (1 980, 1981a). This is an appropriate area for future
research, and not the subject of the present research.
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With respect to displacement, a significant consideration is that the elastically
calculated meridional bending stress in a reinforced bellows significantly differs
between when the bellows is compressed and when it is stretched. The reinforcing
ring enhances the stress more in the compression mode due to the greater
interference between the ring and the bellows convolution. Figure 4.6.6 shows the
meridional bending stress for the bellows illustrated in Figure 4.5--1 with the bellows
compressed and extended. Also plotted, tor comparison purposes, are the stresses
predicted in accordance with the EJMA equations for reinforced and unreinforced
bellows.
Another item of note is the relative linearity of the stress-displacement curve. While
the location of highest stress shifts slightly as the contact point between the bellows
convolution and the reinforcing ring moves, the maximum stress versus
displacement remains relatively linear.
A further point to explore is the effect of intemal pressure on stress due to deflection.
Intemal pressure is considered in the EJMA equations to increase the stress due to
deflection. It is considered to increase the interaction between the convolution and
the reinforcing ring.
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Finite elementanalyses with both pressure and deflection were run for a bellows with
QW=O.5 and QOT=1.0. In these cases, the internal pressure was first applied, and
then the deflection. V\fhen the bellows is compressed, there was very little effect of
internal pressure on the deflection stress. This is shown in Figure 4.6-7, which plots
stress versus compressive deflection (per half convolution) for four different intemal
pressures, a kPa, 345 kPa, 690 kPa and 1000 kPa (0 psi. 50 psi, 100 psi and 150
psi). The lines are parallel, indicating that there is negligible effect of internal
pressure on deflection stress due to compression. Note that this is consistent with
the linearity ofthe stress displacement analysis. The slight movement of the contact
point due to intemal pressure does not significantly affect the bending stress due to
displacement. This conclusion is also valid for deeper convolution bellows, OW<0.5,
because the effect of the reinforcing ring on deflection stress decreases with
increasing convolution depth. Reinforced bellows are not generally manufactured
with OW>O.5, so that case need not be considered. Note that for the case of
compression with this bellows geometry, the meridional bending stress due to
intemal pressure is additive to the deflection stress at the location of highest
deflection stress, the outer contact point between the convolution and the reinforcing
ring.
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Figure 4.6-7, Meridional Bending Stress for Pressure + Compressive DIsplacement
The case ofbellows extension diffel"S. The pressure stress and deflection stress are
of opposite sign at the location ofgreatest deflectjon stress. Therefore, application
ofdeflection causes an initial reduction in the maximum value of meridional bending
stress in the convolution, until such time as the stress in the crown (at which the
pressure and deflection meridional bending stresses are additive) becomes the
largestvalue. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.6-8, the maximum meridional bending
stress decreases with the application of bellows extension, and then inCfeases.
These charts indicate that the presence of pressure in a bellows does not
significantly increase the meridional bending stress due to displacement. In Section
4.8, the effect of removing the pressure term from the EJMA equation for
displacement stress when evaluating bellows fatigue data is shown.
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Stress distributions based on elastic analysis for displacement loads are shown in
Figures 4.6-9 through 4.6-14, for both opening and closing displacements. The
stresses are plotted versus the meridional dimension of the bellows. starting at the
crown at the origin and moving towards the root. to the right along the axis. The
junction between the root and crown toroids and the sidewalls are shown as dashed
lines. It can be observed that based on elastic analysis, a sharp peak of the
meridional bending stress occurs at the outennost contact point between the
convolution and ring when the bellows is subject to closing displacement. When the
bellows is subject to opening displacement, a peak also occurs near the junction
between the toroidal portion and sidewall at the ring, but is more gradual.
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4.7 Inelastic Evaluations of Reinforced Bellows
The elastic-plastic response of reinforced bellows was evaluated. The same material
properties as were used in the inelastic analysis of unreinforced bellows. described
in Section 4.3, were used.
Considering inelastic behavior, and the fact that bellows are usually cycled well
beyond yield. compression would cause permanent deformation. wrapping the
convolution around the ring. When the bellows is retumed to the original, neutral
posffion. the sidewalls can be pulled off of the reinforcing ring. If this occurs. the
strain range due to compressive displacement cycling. after the first cycle. could be
more analogous to the tensile displacement loading case. This hypothesis was
investigated using elastic-plastic finite element analysis.
The same model as was used with the elastic analysis. but with elastic plastic
material properties {207 MPa (30.000 psi) yjeld strength. 207.000 MPa (30.000.000
psi) elastic modulus, 20.700 MPa (3.000,000 psi) tangent modulus. kinematic
hardening) was run through a deflection cycle from zero to 7.6 mm (0.3 inch)
compression (for the ~ convolution), back to zero, and again to 1.6 mm (0.3 inch)
compression.
Figures 4.7-1 through 4.1-3 show plots of the displacement of the bellows at various
steps in the analysis. The deflection scale factor is one, which means that the
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deflections are in scale with the geometry of the model. Note that when the bellows
is returned to zero displacement, the convolution is pulled away from the ring due to
permanent distortion resulting from plasticity.
Figure4.7~ plots the meridional bending strain versusdisplacementfortne analysis.
The strain range is dramatically reduced after the first cycle due to the permanent
distortion of the convolution. Comparison with the elastic opening and closing cases
illustrated in Figure 4.6-6 shows that the strain range for the final half cycle was
closer to the elastic analysis of opening displacement
A number of inelastic cases were run to evaluate plastic strain concentration in
reinforced bellO'NS. The same as for reinforced bellows, the finite element models
were run through 1-1/2 cycles ofdisplacement The meridional bending strain range
for the last % cycle was compared to the maximum strain range calculated in an
elastic analysis for the same displacement, using the same model. but assuming
elastic material properties. Note that in this case, strain concentration can be based
on a ratio of strains in two different locations. This is because, due to the nonlinear
behavior of reinforced bellows, the maximum elastic-plastic strain for the third half
cycle occurs for some geometries at a different location than the maximum elastically
calculated strain. This is due to the reshaping of the convolution, discussed above.
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While the distinct peaks in meridional bending stress exhibited in the elastic
analyses for closing displacements. shown in the closing F'Qures in 4.6-9 through
4.6-14, might appear to indicate that the bellows are subject to very severe strain
concentration at that location. the calculated strain concentration is not, in fact.
severe, based on the way it was calculated. The elastic-plastic strain range from
the third half cycle is compared to the elastic strain prediction. The reshaping of the
convolution due to permanent deformation greatly reduces the strain range at the
elastic peak stress location, thereby reducing the calculated plastic strain
concentration.
Calculated plastic strain concentration for various bellows geomemes are shown in
Figure 4.7-5 for both opening and closing displacement, and at the root and crown.
All of the cases are for displacements that would result in an elastic stress that is
six times the yield strength. The data is shown in Table V. Note that the strain
concentration is not severe for values of QW above about 0.40. The strain
concentration at the crown is understated for bellows closing displacement, since
the elastic-plastic strain at the crown is generally compared to the elastic strain at
the outmost contact point between the convolution and the reinforcing ring.
The key points of FlQure 4.7-5 are that plastic strain concentration can occur for
deeper convolution reinforced bellows. but is not significant for shallower
convolution bellows. This is to be expected. since similar stress peaks occur as for
unreinforced bellows. see Figures 4.6-9 through 4.6-14. The primary complicating
difference is the reshaping of the convolution that occurs as it plastically deforms
around the ring due to closing displacement.
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TASLEV
Strain Concentration for Reinforced Bellows
Data fur 6x Elastic Displacement
D." 610 mm (24 in), ", .. 0.51 mm (O.O2 in)
Elastic Analysis EJasticPlasticAnaIysis
SxMax
Displacement TVpe & Disp. Elastic SCF
SCF Location OW aOT (2) SS(1) Disp(3) Low Strain High Strain (')
inch psi inch
OPEN 0.5 1 0.025 14502 0.0259 0.00079 0.00887 1.489
OPEN 0.3 , 0.05 12766 0.0587 -0.00071 0.00997 1.973
OPEN 0.275 1 0.05 10847 0.0691 -0.00090 0.01070 2.144
OPEN 0.25 1 0.05 9038 0.0830 -oJ)Ol44 0.01164 2.416
OPEN 0.' 0.' 0.01 21151 0.0071 -0.00145 0.00297 0.512
OPEN 0.' 1 0.04 ,.... 0.0360 0.00091 0.1)0895 ,.-
OPEN 0.' 1.25 0.04 12107 0.0496 -0.00280 0.00939 2.253
OPEN 0.4 1.5 0.05 12086 0.0621 -0.00318 0.01146 2.701
CLOSING 0 CROWN 0.5 0.025 14502 0.0259 0.00171 0.00529 0.660
CLOSING 0 CROWN 0.' 0.05 28081 0.0267 0.00143 0.00731 1.0a2
CLOSING C CRQ\oVN 0.3 0.05 12766 0.0587 0.00202 0.01347 2.115
CLOSING @CROVvl\l 0.275 0.05 10847 0.0691 0.00280 0.01700 2.625
CLOSING@CROWN 0.25 0.05 9038 0.0830 0.00398 0.02252 3.422
CLOSING@CROWN 0.4 0.4 0.01 23301 0.0084 0.00120 0.00929 1.481
CLOSING C CROWN 0.4 1 0.05 28081 0.0267 0.00143 0.00731 1.082
CLOSING C CROWN 0.' 1.25 0.05 12107 0.0619 0.001n 0.007n 0.690
CLOSING @l RING 0.' 1 0.025 14502 0.0259 0.00384 0.00924 0.996
CLOSING CD RING 0.3 , 0.05 12766 0.0587 0.00444 0.01031 '.084
CLOSING CD RING 0.275 , 0.05 10847 0.0691 OJXM24 0.01115 1.279
CLOSING CI RING 025 , 0.05 9038 0.0830 0.00339 0.01264 1.708
CLOSING C RING 0.' 0.' 0.01 23301 0.0084 0.00430 0.01067 1.166
CLOSING CI RING 0.' , 0.05 28081 0.0267 0.00379 0.00949 1.049
CLOSING 0 RING 0.' 1.25 0.05 12107 0.0619 0.00406 0.00909 0.578
(11 meridional bending stress due to displacement
(2) displaeement per convolution
(3) six times elastic displacement per 112 convolution .. 112 Disp{30,OOO / SS)
(4) SCF"straln concentration factO(
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4.8 Evaluation of Reinforced Bellows Fatigue Data
Reinforced bellows fatigue data that was provided by the Expansion Joint
Manufacturer's Association for the development of the design rules for bellows in
ASME Section VIII, Div 1 and ASME 831.3 were used to evaluate tentative
modifications to the EJMA equations for prediction of stress in reinforced bellows.
The data is listed in Table VI. Figure 4.8-1 shows the distribution of the data with
respect to QWand QDT. Note the duster of the data with respect to OW. All of the
fatigue test data that was considered were for bellows that are not in the regime of
significant plastic: strain concentration.
The deflection stress ranges were calculated in accordance with the Standards of
the Expansion Joint Manufacturer's Association and plotted on Figure 4.8-2. The
bellows fatigue data are compared to the raw (no design margin) polished bar
fatigue curve for austenitic stainless steel that was used in the development of
Section VIII, Div 2, as provided in the Criteria Document (1972). The polished bar
fatigue curve is shown as a curve in Figure 4.8-2. A1so shown in the Figure are data
points based on a modified equation. Note that the data calculated with the
modified equation for calculating defection stress range is quite well charactelized
by the polished bar fatigue data.
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The modifications come from a couple obsecvations based on the evaluations that
were performed. Fi:-st, internal pressure did not appear to significantly affect the
elastically calculated stress range. Therefore, the pressure adjustment tenn was
dropped from the 55 and 5~ equations.
The second modification was to multiply the calculated stress range by a factor of
1.4, the same as was done for unreinforced bellows. This assumes that surface
finish and similar effects, and the degree of strain concentration in the reinforced
bellows is essenti311y the same as was present for unreinforced bellows with
OW>0.45. In fact, the reinforced bellows that were tested had values of OW
between 0.41 and 0.49, so this is not an unreasonable assumption, particularly
since the reinforcing ling effectively decreases the convolution height.
The modified equation follows:
S, 1.4 Ss + 1.4 S. (4.1)
Where:
55 is per equation 3.12 with P taken as zero in calculation of C,
S. is per equation 3.13 with P taken as zero in calculation of C,
~ = Mod S. stress range in figure 4.8.2
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Both the unreinforced bellows fatigue data for QW>O.45 and the modified reinforced
bellows fatigue data fall on the polished bar fatigue curve; so the same fatigue curve
applies to both reinforced and unreinforced bellows, as long as strain concentration
effects are not significant The pnorobserved difference between unreinforced and
reinforced bellows behavior was largely due to the difference in bellows geometries
that were tested. The unreinforced bellows data base included deep convolution
bellows that were subject to significant strain concentration, whereas the reinforced
bellows that were tested did not have deep convolutions.
The geometries of the reinforced bellows that were tested are quite significant. The
geometries that were tested were limited to those that are not subject to significant
plastic strain concentration. If deeper convolution reinforced bellows had been
tested, it is quite likely that the fatigue data would have been worse, resulting in a
lower fatigue curve.
Reinforced bellows with deeper convolutions than those that were tested can be
subject to plastic strain concentration. The present design fatigue curve may be
unconservative for reinforced bellows with deeper convolutions.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The response of bellows to internal pressure and displacement loads was
analytically investigated. Existing equations that predict the elastic stresses in
unreinforced bellows were evaluated. Meridional bending stresses are well
predicted over most of the range of bellows geometries by the existing equations;
meridional membrane stresses afe not because the location for which they were
calculated in the development of the equations was not always the location of
highest meridional membrane stress. The maximum membrane stress due to both
pressure and deflection deviate significantly from the stress predicted in the EJMA
equations for deep convolutions (lowQWj and thin walled bellows (high ODD. This
is generally not significant in bellows design because the membrane stress is
generally one to two orders ofmagnitude less than the bending stress, and the sum
of the two is evaluated in design.
For reinforced bellows, pressure was not found to significanUy increase the
ply/reinforcing ring interaction, and thus had little effect on the deflection stresses.
It is recommended that the pressure term be taken out of the existing equations for
deflection bending stress in reinforced bellows.
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While the deflection stress in reinforced bellows was found to depend significantly
on whether the bellows was being extended or compressed. based on elastic
analysis. inelastic analyses showed that after the first cycle the direction of
movement was not significant Permanent inelastic defonnation of the convolution
that occurs on bellows compression results in the sidewall pulling away from the
reinforcing ring when the bellows is returned to zero displacement. Thus. after the
first cycle, the stress range in either compression or extension is best represented
by the elastic prediction of stresses due to extension. This greatly simplifies the
consideration of reinforced bellows response, since the calculation of stress then
does not depend on the direction of the deflection (extension versus compression).
It was found that the strain in bellows when they are deflected into the plastic
regime is not proportional to the elastic stress for all geometries due to plastic strain
concentration. However, it was found that plastic strain concentration effects are
relatively stable and low in magnitude for a range of bellows geometries. For
bellows in this range of geometries. fatigue data for both reinforced and
unreinforced bellows overlay. and are both abouta factor of 1.4 on stress below raw
polished bar fatigue data. This difference can be attributed to limited plastic strain
concentration for these bellows and typical effects found in actual components,
such as surface finish effects. The factor of 1.4 is well within typical differences
between polished bar fatigue data and component fatigue data.
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For the range of bellows geometries without significant strain concentration, it
appears that bellows fatigue life can be predicted using elastic stress predictions
and raw polished bar fatigue data. This finding may lead to major improvements
and simplification in design methods for bellows. For this range of geometries,
fatigue behavior between bellows constructed with different materials may be
related by basic material properties.
For the range of bellows geometries for which significant strain concentration
occurs, the effect of geometry parameters is shown. It was shown that the
condusions of prior work relative to the effect of the parameter QDT were not
completety correct. The effects of QW, QDT and displacement stress range
(relative to yield stress) are shown, and the difference can be seen to depend on
the stress distribution in the bellows.
These findings can lead to the use of the same fatigue curve for reinforced and
unreinforced bellows. The use of the same fatigue curve for reinforced and
unreinforced bellows can result in significant cost savings in bellows qualification
fatigue testing because fewer fatigue tests may be required. Further, it can lead to
the development of fatigue design curves without the need for extensive fatigue
testing of bellows for each material. These findings should lead to revisions to the
EJMA Standards as well asASME and European (CEN) pressure vessel and piping
codes and standards with respect to bellows design.
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Key findings and potential consequences of this research indude the following.
1) Bellows Fatigue data correlate with polished bar fatigue data for reinforced
and unreinforced bellows that are not subject to plastic strain concentration;
for these bellows, rather than requiring fatigue testing of bellows to design
them with other materials, the existing austenitic stainless steel fatigue
curves for bellows may be adjusted by the ratio of polished bar fatigue
2) Unreinforced bellows that are not subject to plastic strain concentration have
substantially better fatigue performance than those that are subject to plastic
strain concentration; for these bellows, a higher fatigue curve, perhaps the
same as the existing reinforced bellows fatigue curve shown in Figure 1-1,
may be used.
3) The effect of geometry on plastic strain concentration and fatigue is
explained; planning of bellows fatigue testing in the future should consider
these findings and data from such tests should be viewed with due
consideration of this knowledge.
4) It was found that the data used to develop the fatigue curve for reinforced
bellows did not contain any bellows that may be subject to plastic strain
concentration; a lower fatigue curve for such bellows may be appropriate.
Fatigue testing of reinforced bellows subject to plastic strain concentration
should be performed.
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curves may be better presented in terms of geometries that are subject to
plastic strain conce:1tration and those that are not, rather than reinforced and
unreinforced. Further, if qualification testing remains a requirement, data
from reinforced and unreinforced bellows may be combined, reducing the
required number of bellows fatigue tests.
6) The EJMA equations for meridional membrane stress were shown to be
inaccurate; these equations can be corrected by providing newdesign charts
based on parametric analysis, solving for the maximum meridional stress.
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